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Background: Recent research has demonstrated that while Autism Spectrum Disorders 
(ASDs) and autistic-like traits (ALTs) share a common etiology, differences may exist in the 
underlying etiology of the different core autistic dimensions. Studying known infant 
precursors of ASD in relation to different clusters of dimensionally measured ALTs in 
unselected samples is a conceptually relevant and methodologically sound approach for 
elucidating current understanding of the causes of ASD/ALTs. Furthermore, few studies have 
examined the predictive utility of early precursors on later ALTs in non-Western contexts. 
Aims: This thesis investigated whether early precursors of ASD from gestation up to the first 
year of life (pregnancy/birth complications, infant temperament at 3 months, and 12-month 
social development –imitation/play, gestures, and empathy) were significantly associated 
with and predicted later social and non-social ALTs in 18-month-old toddlers. In doing so, it 
concurrently explored the extent to which previous research on early precursors of 
ASD/ALTs, which have all been conducted in Western-based populations, can be generalized 
to an unselected Asian community sample. 
Method: Participants were 368 Singaporean toddlers involved in a larger prospective 
longitudinal study: GUSTO (Growing Up in Singapore Towards healthy Outcomes). 
Information on pregnancy/birth complications were obtained from standardized inventories. 
Caregivers completed measures of temperament, social development and autistic traits at 3, 
12, and 18 months respectively. Hierarchical regression analyses controlling for demographic 
covariates were conducted to identify significant predictors of later social and non-social 
ALTs. 
Results: The key findings of this study were that early infancy precursors within the first 12 
months of life were predictive of ALTs at 18 months and that social and non-social ALTs 
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were associated with and predicted by different precursors. Importantly, different infant 
precursors in the first year of life predicted social and non-social ALTs at 18 months. 
Pregnancy/birth complications, imitation, and empathy were not associated with later ALTs. 
Discussion: The study findings resonate with earlier literature suggesting that the core 
autistic dimensions are each underpinned by distinct sets of etiological factors. In particular, 
the fact that social and non-social ALTs are associated with different infant precursors 
suggests that they are probably associated with different early neurodevelopmental processes.  
This thesis provided preliminary cross-cultural evidence supporting the view that the 
etiological contributions and neurobiological abnormalities underpinning the different core 
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1.1. Overview  
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a group of complex, 
heterogeneous neurodevelopmental conditions characterized by impairments 
in reciprocal social interaction and communication (i.e. poor use of gesturing 
or pointing, reduced orienting to name, and inability to interpret and/or 
respond appropriately to social cues) and patterns of circumscribed behaviours 
and interests (i.e. self-stimulatory behaviours such as hand-flapping, 
preoccupations with unconventional objects/interests, and insistence on 
sameness), with symptoms present in the early developmental period 
(American Psychiatric Association, 2013). ASDs affect approximately 6-7 per 
1000 children worldwide (Kuehn, 2007; Newschaffer et al., 2007; see also 
Fombonne, 2005, for a review), and about 15 per 10000 children in Asia (Sun 
& Allison, 2010). ASDs are four times as prevalent in males as in females, and 
occur across the full spectrum of intellectual ability (Fombonne, 2006). 
Individuals with ASD vary widely in terms of the severity, presentation and 
impact of their symptoms. 
ASDs have been found to be comorbid with a range of medical and 
genetic conditions, such as epilepsy (Fombonne, 2003), tuberous sclerosis 
(Spence, 2004) and Fragile X syndrome (Fombonne, 2005). They have also 
been frequently associated with psychiatric and behavioural difficulties, such 
as higher rates of internalizing and externalizing difficulties and emotional 
regulation problems (Rieffe et al., 2011), as well as sensory and perceptual 
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impairments (Reynolds & Lane, 2008). A diagnosis of ASD involves thorough 
gathering of information on the child’s developmental history, and detailed 
observations of the child in multiple contexts. These observations are guided 
by the use of well-validated clinical interviews, such as the Autism Diagnostic 
Interview-Revised (ADI-R; Lord, Rutter, & Couteur, 1994), and semi-
structured clinical observation methods, such as the Autism Diagnostic 
Observation Schedule (ADOS; Lord, Rutter, DiLavore, & Risi, 1999). 
 Causal explanations for ASD remain elusive despite considerable 
advancements in the field. High heritability estimates for ASD have 
consistently been reported in numerous twin and family studies—ranging from 
60% to 90% (Bailey et al., 1995)—indicating that genetic factors play a major 
role in the etiology of ASD. However, the lack of complete concordance 
between monozygotic twins suggests that early environmental influences 
likely interact with existing genetic vulnerabilities in altering the typical 
trajectory of neurodevelopment in a way that leads to the emergence of autistic 
symptoms (Abrahams & Geschwind, 2008; Lauritsen & Ewald, 2001).  
Autistic-Like Traits (ALTs) are subclinical presentations of the social 
interaction, communication, and circumscribed behaviours and interests which 
are not sufficiently severe to warrant a formal clinical diagnosis of ASD 
(Constantino & Todd, 2003). First evidence that non-autistic individuals do 
display ALTs was documented by Folstein and Rutter (1977), who coined the 
term “Broader Autism Phenotype” (BAP) to describe the range of autistic-like 
behaviours/traits that were observed in relatives of individuals with ASD 
(Hurley, Losh, Parlier, Reznick, & Piven, 2007; Piven, Palmer, Jacobi, 
Childress, & Arndt, 1997). Elevated rates of ALTs have been observed in 
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first-degree relatives of individuals diagnosed with ASD, compared to first-
degree relatives of individuals without ASD (Bishop, Maybery, Wong, Maley, 
& Hallmayer, 2006; Dawson et al., 2002), suggesting that the heritable 
influences underlying ASD likely contribute to sub-threshold ALTs as well. 
Importantly, more recent studies which measured ALTs in community 
samples have found ALTs to be continuously distributed in the general 
population (Constantino & Todd, 2003; Plomin, Haworth, & Davis, 2009). In 
light of accumulating evidence that ALTs and ASD are underpinned by 
common etiological factors (see Ronald & Hoekstra, 2011, for a review), it 
has been proposed that elucidating the causes of normally-distributed ALTs in 
the community may pave the way for a better understanding of the etiology of 
ASD (Ronald & Hoekstra, 2014). 
Studying the relationships between early precursors and dimensionally 
measured ALTs in unselected community samples may provide a potentially 
fruitful avenue for gaining insight into the impact of causative influences 
underlying the later manifestation of ALTs (Gerdts & Bernier, 2011). Findings 
obtained from typical populations may then provide the basis for testing out 
and investigating specific hypotheses for confirmation and extrapolation in 
clinical populations (see Section 1.2.1 for further discussion). In addition, 
employing a dimensional approach is better aligned with present 
understanding of autistic traits as a continuous construct, with individuals 
diagnosed with ASD being at the extreme end of the same continuum 
(Lundström et al., 2012). Moreover, this approach affords several 
methodological advantages over earlier studies which have adopted the 
traditional categorical approach (case-control comparisons) to understanding 
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the associations between early precursors and later risk of ASD (see section 
1.2.2 for a detailed discussion).  
Recent research indicates that each cluster of ALTs may be caused by 
distinct sets of etiological factors. Multiple population-based twin studies have 
consistently found that the genetic and environmental etiological influences 
underlying each of the core autistic dimensions were only modestly correlated, 
and that this was stable throughout the autism severity spectrum (see Ronald 
and Hoekstra, 2014, for a review). In addition, factor analytic studies generally 
converge on the view that ASD/ALTs are comprised of multiple distinct 
factors rather than a single underlying construct (see Shuster, Perry, Bebko, & 
Toplak, 2014, for a review); this provides further evidence suggesting that the 
etiological causes underlying each construct are possibly different. Considered 
together, these findings suggest that the constituent clusters of autistic 
traits/symptoms are phenotypically and etiologically distinct. Importantly, 
these findings have been recognized in the DSM-5, which currently adopts a 
two-factor symptom model consisting of a social-communication factor, and a 
restricted repetitive behaviours and interests (RRBIs) factor (American 
Psychiatric Association, 2013). Empirical evidence exists in support of the 
validity of this dyadic model, as well as its superiority over the triadic 
symptom model employed in the DSM-4 (Mandy, Charman, & Skuse, 2012). 
Hence, it is recommended that associations between the hypothesized early 
precursors and later ALTs be studied in relation to specific clusters of ALTs 
(Ronald & Hoekstra, 2014).  
This thesis sought to prospectively investigate whether variables 
thought to be possible early precursors of ASD were significantly associated 
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with and predicted later social and non-social/behavioural ALTs in an 
unselected community sample of Singaporean toddlers. Understanding the 
contributions of possible precursors to specific clusters of ALTs could pave 
the way for a better understanding of the impact of etiological factors on the 
trajectory of neurodevelopment for specific autistic symptoms. While 
retrospective studies have found that behavioural or developmental 
peculiarities suggestive of later ASD/ALTs emerge as early as within the first  
of life (Baranek, 1999; Bolton, Golding, Emond, & Steer, 2012; Osterling & 
Dawson, 1994), few studies have prospectively examined early markers before 
12 months of age, and no study has examined early precursors separately in 
relation to the constituent clusters of autistic traits. Furthermore, no study has 
investigated the predictive utility of early infant precursors on later 
ASD/ALTs in an Asian context. Thus, there is also a need to investigate the 
extent to which the associations between early markers and ASD/ALTs found 
in Western-based studies can be extended to Asian populations. The present 
work aimed to address these gaps. 
The literature review that follows critically summarizes (i) the 
rationale for and methodological advantages of using a dimensional rather 
than categorical approach to examining infant precursors of ASD (section 1.2), 
(ii) the need to study predictors of the different autistic core dimensions 
separately (section 1.3), and (iii) a review of early precursors (within the first 
year of life) that have been found to be associated with higher risk of ASD 
and/or higher levels of later ALTs: namely, pre-, perinatal, and obstetric 
complications (section 1.4), infant temperament (section 1.5), and infant social 
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development (section 1.6). These sections are then followed by (iv) the present 
study’s aims, research questions and hypotheses (section 1.7). 
 
1.2. Studying early precursors of ALTs dimensionally 
1.2.1. Evidence supporting the use of a dimensional approach 
Autistic symptoms were initially conceptualized as a discrete repertoire 
of qualitatively unique behavioural impairments (Rutter & Schopler, 1987) 
and hypothesized to be caused by a specific set of etiological influences 
(Rutter, 1978). However, emerging evidence has pointed towards the contrary 
on both counts. ALTs have been found to be continuously distributed in the 
general population, with individuals with ASD lying at the quantitative 
extreme end of this continuum (Kanne, Christ, & Reiersen, 2009; Ronald, 
Happé, & Plomin, 2005). Furthermore, sub-threshold ALTs and clinically 
significant autistic symptoms have been found to be underpinned by shared 
etiological factors (Lundström et al., 2012; Robinson et al., 2011). These 
findings have led to the reconceptualization of autism as a dimensional 
construct, as opposed to a condition with a discrete set of symptoms that 
present exclusively in individuals who meet the diagnostic criteria for ASD.  
Research exploring the distribution of ALTs in population-based 
samples and in factor-analytic studies comparing the factor structures of ASD 
and ALTs both provide converging evidence in support of the dimensionality 
of the autism construct. Quantitative assessment of autistic traits in community 
samples of children (Constantino & Todd, 2003; Williams et al., 2008) and 
adults (Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Skinner, Martin, & Clubley, 2001; 
Hoekstra, Bartels, Verweij, & Boomsma, 2007) have consistently found ALTs 
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to be normally distributed in the general population, with individuals with 
ASD lying at the quantitative extreme end of the distribution. In addition, 
studies which examined the factor structure of ALTs in unselected samples 
(Allison et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2008) and in clinical samples of children 
diagnosed with ASD (Frazier, Youngstrom, Kubu, Sinclair, & Rezai, 2008; 
Gotham, Risi, Pickles, & Lord, 2007) report that there is no evidence 
suggesting that clinical ASD symptoms and sub-threshold ALTs are distinct 
constructs; the two differ only in terms of severity.  
A wealth of research has highlighted the presence of an etiological link 
between ALTs in the general population and individuals with a diagnosis of 
ASD. Early evidence in support of a shared etiology stemmed from 
observations that non-autistic relatives of individuals diagnosed from ASD 
often exhibit subclinical autistic-like behaviours and traits (Bolton et al., 1994; 
Constantino et al., 2006; Folstein & Rutter 1977; Ritvo, Freeman, Mason-
Brothers, Mo, & Ritvo, 1985; Piven, Palmer, Jacobi, Childress, & Arndt, 
1997; Virkud et al., 2009), suggesting that the heritable influences implicated 
in ASD are also associated with sub-threshold ALTs.  
Recent population-based twin studies have yielded congruent findings. 
Two large studies in the United Kingdom (UK), based on the Twins’ Early 
Development Study (TEDS), assessed the degree of etiological overlap 
between ALTs at the normal and extreme ranges at two time-points—when 
twins were 8 years of age (Ronald, Happé, Price, Baron-Cohen, & Plomin, 
2006)  and again when they reached 12 years of age (Robinson et al., 2011)—
using dimensional measures of autistic traits. Both studies reported moderate 
to high heritability and modest shared environmental contributions in relation 
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to autistic trait variability. Importantly, no differences in etiological 
contributions to ALT variability were found between (i) the quantitative 
extreme and the general population (Ronald et al., 2006b), and (ii) among 
different subgroups (top 1%, 2%, and 5%) within the extreme range (Robinson 
et al., 2011). These findings were replicated in a Swedish nationwide twin 
cohort (N = 19208) of 9- and 12-year-old children from the Child and 
Adolescent Twin Study (CATSS; Lundström et al., 2012). Furthermore, two 
early childhood studies have reported moderate genetic and modest 
environmental contributions to dimensionally measured autistic traits in 2- to 
3-year-old twin pairs (Edelson & Saudino, 2009; Stilp, Gernsbacher, 
Schweigert, Arneson, & Goldsmith, 2010), highlighting that etiological 
contributions to autistic trait variation are relatively stable from as early as late 
infancy/early toddlerhood.  
Finally, evidence of a common etiology has also been demonstrated in 
terms of the similar associations that ALTs and ASD share with other 
comorbid conditions or symptoms, such as ADHD (Leyfer et al., 2006; 
Reiersen, Constantino, Grimmer, Martin, & Todd, 2008), as well as affective 
and anxiety-related disorders (Bolton, Pickles, Murphy, & Rutter, 1998). 
In summary, several strands of evidence show support for the 
dimensionality of the autism construct by demonstrating the etiological and 
phenotypical link between ASD and ALTs. This implies that findings obtained 
from studying the variability of ALTs in the general population can then serve 
as a basis for the formation of more specific hypotheses which, in turn, can be 
tested in clinical populations and employed to further our understanding of the 
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potential causes or mechanisms/processes leading to clinically significant 
ASD symptoms. 
 
1.2.2. Methodological strengths of studying ALTs dimensionally in 
the general population 
 Past research investigating the associations between early markers of 
ASD and later risk of ASD largely consist of two types of studies: (i) 
retrospective comparisons of the early development of children who later 
develop ASD versus those who do not (Adrien et al., 1993; Baranek, 1999; 
Osterling and Dawson, 1994; see also Palomo, Belinchon & Ozonoff, 2006, 
for a review), and (ii) prospective studies which track and compare the early 
development of “high-risk infant siblings”—baby siblings of older children 
with ASD, who are at higher risk of developing ASD—with siblings of older 
children without ASD (Rogers, 2009; Zwaigenbaum et al., 2009). These 
studies have contributed greatly to the identification of early developmental 
precursors associated with later ASD. However, they usually have rather 
limited statistical power for detecting differences owing to small sample sizes. 
In addition, prospective studies generally involve the expenditure of a 
disproportionately large amount of financial and manpower-related sources, in 
comparison to the eventual size of the sample eligible for study. For example, 
in studies tracking the early development of high-risk infant siblings, 
approximately 100 siblings need to be extensively followed up individually 
over time in order to obtain a sample of approximately 20 who will eventually 
be diagnosed with ASD (Ozonoff et al., 2011).  
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Employing a dimensional approach to studying early precursors of 
ALTs affords a number of methodological advantages. Firstly, this approach 
allows relationships between traits associated with clinical conditions and their 
risk factors to be studied in larger community samples. In light of evidence 
that ALTs and ASD have a shared etiology, ALT severity is expected to vary 
continuously among community participants. This is important as the 
recruitment of larger samples from the general population is more feasible 
than from clinical populations. This affords greater opportunity for achieving 
sufficient statistical power, which is essential for the detection of more subtle 
relationships or effects.  
Secondly, studying early precursors in large community samples 
allows multiple precursors to be studied in relation to each other, allowing the 
development of more complex multi-etiological models. In comparison, 
previous prospective studies utilizing clinical samples have been restricted in 
terms of the number of factors they could study, owing to small sample sizes 
(Lord, Mulloy, Wendelboe & Schopler, 1991; Piven et al., 1993).  
Finally, the dimensional approach is aligned with evidence in support 
of a continuous (dimensional) rather than a dichotomous (categorical) 
relationship between risk factors/precursors and psychopathological symptoms 
(Hudziak, Achenbach, Althoff, & Pine, 2007). In the context of ALTs, 
variability in the types and degrees of ALTs among children in the general 
population might possibly be explained by variance in the assortment and 
strength of the influence of early markers of ALTs during infancy. This may 
be helpful and informative in examining potentially more complex 




1.3. The need to study early precursors in relation to the different clusters 
of ALTs 
Research examining the predictive utility of early precursors on later 
ASD/ALTs has so far been predicated on the assumption that the same 
etiological influences underlie all of the core autistic traits/symptoms (Happé, 
Ronald, & Plomin, 2006). However, increasing evidence supports the view 
that distinct sets of etiological factors, each having their own unique impact on 
early neurodevelopmental processes, underpin each cluster of ALTs. 
Three population-based twin studies by Ronald and colleagues, all 
utilizing participants from the TEDS cohort, examined the degree of 
etiological and phenotypic overlap among the triad of core autistic symptoms 
outlined in the DSM-IV: reciprocal social deficits, communication deficits, 
and RRBIs (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). Ronald, Happé and 
Plomin (2005) employed multivariate genetic model fitting analyses to 
evaluate the extent of genetic overlap between social and non-social autistic 
behaviours in a large sample of approximately 3400 7-year-old twin pairs. 
They reported modest genetic correlations between social and non-social 
ALTs (rg = .07—.40) and the absence of a strong correlation between social 
and non-social domain scores within individuals, suggesting little etiological 
and phenotypic overlap between social and non-social ALTs (Ronald et al., 
2005).  A year later, two similar investigations were simultaneously conducted 
on the same sample of twin pairs (Ronald et al., 2006a), and on a subsample 
who obtained extreme scores (the highest scoring 5%) (Ronald et al., 2006b). 
A dimensional measure of autistic traits was used to quantify ALTs in both 
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these studies. While both studies reported high heritability estimates at the 
normal and extreme ranges within each trait cluster, genetic and phenotypic 
overlap between different trait clusters were modest regardless of the level of 
severity (Ronald et al., 2006a, 2006b). In light of these findings, Happé and 
Ronald (2008) proposed the ‘Fractionable Autism Triad’ hypothesis, a theory 
postulating that different clusters of ALTs/autistic symptoms are 
phenotypically and etiologically ‘fractionable’: that is, that each cluster is 
symptomatically distinct and governed by a different set of genetic and 
environmental etiological factors.  
Two recent twin studies have tested the predictions of the ‘Fractionable 
Autism Triad’ hypothesis. Ronald, Larsson, Anckersater & Lichtenstein 
(2011) evaluated the degree of genetic and environmental overlap between 
different ALTs in a Swedish epidemiological cohort of over 6000 twin pairs 
aged 9 or 12 years old. In addition, Robinson and colleagues (2012) assessed 
whether the findings of the earlier described series of studies by Ronald and 
colleagues (2005, 2006a, 2006b) could still be observed in participants from 
the TEDS at 12 years of age. Consistent with past findings, both studies 
reported little overlap of genetic and environmental influences among the 
three dimensions of the autistic triad (Robinson et al., 2012; Ronald et al., 
2011), thereby supporting the predictions of the Fractionable Autism Triad 
hypothesis.  
Factor analytic studies of measures of autistic symptoms in children 
provide further evidence that the core autistic dimensions are underpinned by 
different sets of etiological factors. The vast majority of these studies did not 
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find autistic symptoms to load onto a single factor, yielding multiple-factor 
solutions instead (for reviews, see: Happé & Ronald, 2008; Mandy & Skuse, 
2008). Although there is significant variability in the factor structures obtained 
across studies—the studies reviewed in Shuster et al. (2014) proposed two- to 
five-factor solutions—the general consensus of a multiple-factor solution 
nevertheless has significant implications pertaining to the etiology of autistic 
symptoms/traits. If autism were indeed a unitary construct and autistic 
symptoms were all underpinned by the same causative influences, these 
symptoms would be expected to be highly correlated and load on a single 
factor. Thus, the sizeable proportion of studies reporting multiple-factor 
solutions supports the view that the different groups of autistic 
traits/symptoms are etiologically distinct. 
Studying early infant precursors associated with ALTs may illuminate 
present understanding of the impact of etiological factors on early 
neurodevelopment which may, in turn, facilitate the identification of specific 
causative influences of ASD. Given that the different clusters of autistic 
traits/symptoms are phenotypically and etiologically fractionable, it is 
important that early precursors are studied separately in relation to each 
autistic dimension (Ronald & Hoekstra, 2014). 
In view of the evidence, this study examined the predictive utility of 
early precursors in relation to later (i) social-communication (social), and (ii) 
non-social/behavioural (non-social) ALTs. This two-factor approach was 
adopted as it is in line with the dyadic symptom model of ASD in the DSM-5. 
Strong empirical support exists for the use of a dyadic model: a 
comprehensive review of 36 factor-analytic studies of autistic symptoms 
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revealed that a two-factor model comprising (i) social and communication-
related symptoms and (ii) RRBI-related symptoms enjoyed the most empirical 
support relative to other multiple-factor models (Shuster et al., 2014). 
Moreover, the validity of this model has been found to be more robust than the 
triadic-symptom model employed in the DSM-IV (Mandy, Charman, & Skuse, 
2012).  
The following groups of early precursors were examined in relation to 
social and non-social ALTs in the present study—(i) prenatal, perinatal, and 
obstetric complications, (ii) infant temperament at 3 months, and (iii) infant 
social development at 12 months. These three broad categories of early 
precursors were of interest because they can be assessed within the first 12 
months of life. Importantly, past research investigating early markers of ASD 
in clinical and high-risk studies has consistently found them to be associated 
with higher risk of later ASD. In comparison, very little research has examined 
the predictive utility of these precursors in relation to dimensionally measured 
ALTs in unselected community samples. Therefore, the present study 
attempted to address this gap, and in so doing, concurrently explored the 
extent to which findings from clinical and high-risk studies can be extended to 
unselected samples from the general population.    
 
1.4. Prenatal, Perinatal, and Obstetric Complications, ASD, and ALTs 
Research on the etiology of ASD has predominantly focused on the 
role of genes. However, the absence of perfect concordance between 
monozygotic twins highlights that the manifestation of autistic 
traits/symptoms are not solely determined by genetic influences (Bailey et al., 
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1995; Folstein & Rutter, 1977; Klauck, 2006). Importantly, non-heritable risk 
factors have been found to have modest but significant contributions to the 
manifestation of autistic traits/symptoms (see Meek, Lemery-Chalfant, 
Jahromi, & Valiente, 2013, for a review).  
Prenatal, perinatal, and obstetric complications (hereafter abbreviated 
as “PPOs”) are a subset of non-heritable risk factors which have been 
implicated in a range of neurodevelopmental and psychiatric conditions 
(Newschaffer et al., 2007). There is substantial evidence that PPOs are 
associated with higher risk of later ASD (Gillberg & Gillberg, 1983; 
Kolevson, Gross, & Reichenberg, 2007; Piven et al., 1993; Lord et al., 1991; 
Sandin et al., 2013), and it is likely that the contributions of PPOs to elevated 
ASD risk are, in part, through interaction with genetic risk factors (Bolton et 
al., 1997; Yirmiya & Charman, 2010). A number of studies have found that 
suboptimality of the gestational environment may cause epigenetic changes in 
the developing fetus during pregnancy, and that these changes could affect 
genetic material associated with aspects of neurodevelopment linked to 
autistic behaviours (see Tordjman et al., 2014, for a review). Importantly, 
solitary PPOs do not appear to significantly increase the overall risk of later 
ASD (Kolevzon, Gross, & Reichenberg, 2007; Zwaigenbaum et al., 2002). 
The following subsections summarize empirical findings of seven PPOs in 
relation to ASD risk, and discuss the methodologies employed by existing 
studies in this area.   
 
1.4.1. PPO risk factors associated with ASD 
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Advanced maternal age. Advanced maternal age is perhaps the most 
extensively studied of all PPOs. While most empirical studies support a 
positive association between maternal age and risk of ASD (Croen, Najjar, 
Fireman, & Grether, 2007; Hultman, Sparén, & Cnattingius, 2002), this 
finding is not unanimous (Reichenberg et al., 2006). It has been proposed that 
older expectant mothers are at greater risk of suffering from obstetric 
complications (Kolevzon et al., 2007; Rosenthal & Paterson-Brown, 1998) and 
this, in turn, raises the risk of developing ASD. It has also been speculated that 
the higher risk of complications may be due to genetic anomalies that arise as 
a consequence of aging (Ginsburg, Fokstuen, & Schinzel, 2000). However, the 
mechanisms through which these complications result in autistic symptoms 
remain unknown. Further study of this risk factor may provide insight into the 
biological processes that give rise to symptoms of ASD (Sandin et al., 2012).  
Low birth weight. Low birth weight (LBW), often defined as birth 
weight of less than 2500g, is considered an indicator of possible intrauterine 
complications and/or problems with early fetal development (Wilcox, 2001). 
Evidence of the association between LBW and ASD is mixed. Some studies 
have reported that infants with LBW are 1.5 to 2 times more likely to receive a 
diagnosis of ASD in comparison with infants with normal birth weight (Eaton, 
Mortensen, Thomsen, & Frydenberg, 2001; Gardener, Spiegelman, & Buka, 
2011; Larsson et al., 2005). However, other studies have found no such 
association (Juul-Dam, Townsend, & Courchesne, 2001; Stein, Weizman, 
Ring, & Barak, 2006). This discrepancy may be due to the significantly 
smaller sample sizes (NASD = 74 and NASD = 206 respectively) of the studies 
which did not yield significant associations, relative to those which reported 
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significant relationships (NASD = 698 and NASD = 3420 respectively). Thus, the 
lack of statistical power may have possibly prevented the detection of true 
associations in studies which reported a null relationship between LBW and 
ASD.  
Prematurity. Prematurity or preterm birth, commonly defined as birth 
before 37 weeks of gestation, co-occurs frequently with LBW. This is not 
surprising since the birth weight of preterm babies is typically lower than that 
of their at-term counterparts (Sandin, Kolevzon, Levine, Hultman, & 
Reichenberg, 2013). The presence of an association between prematurity and 
later ASD risk is also unclear: some studies found preterm infants to be at 
higher risk of ASD relative to infants born at term, after controlling for 
covariates such as LBW (Buchmayer et al., 2009; Williams, Helmer, Duncan, 
Peat, & Mellis, 2008), whereas others did not (Hultman et al., 2002; 
Maimburg & Væth, 2006). Inconsistencies across studies could be due to 
inter-study differences in the gestational duration defined as “preterm” (see 
Guinchat et al., 2012 for a review). These inconsistent definitions, however, 
have highlighted the possibility that ASD risk may be positively and linearly 
related to extent of prematurity, as more severe prematurity seems to be 
related to higher risk estimates of ASD (Eaton et al., 2001; Larsson et al., 
2005). It has been suggested that understanding how prematurity affects fetal 
and neonatal brain development may lead to a more nuanced understanding of 
the pathway(s) through which this risk factor contributes to the later 
emergence of autistic symptoms (Hofheimer, Sheinkopf, & Eyler, 2014). 
Caesarean delivery. Delivery by Caesarean-section (C-section) is more 
prevalent in older expectant mothers and in instances of in-utero complications 
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such as breech presentation (Bilder, Pinborough-Zimmerman, Miller, & 
McMahon, 2009). This mode of delivery is also related to several other PPOs 
implicated in ASD, including preterm birth, LBW, and fetal hypoxia 
(Annibale, Hulsey, Wagner, & Southgate, 1995). Epidemiological 
comparisons of delivery mode (vaginal vs. C-section) have yielded mixed 
findings: Some studies reported that C-section delivery rates were higher in 
children subsequently diagnosed with ASD (Dodds et al., 2011; Glasson et al., 
2004; Hultman et al., 2002) whereas other studies did not find such an 
association (Bilder et al., 2009; Burstyn, Sithole, & Zwaigenbaum, 2010). A 
key limitation of studies investigating the link between C-section delivery and 
ASD is that the reasons for C-section delivery are not routinely recorded 
(Glasson et al., 2004). This is important since a wide variety of reasons—
ranging from the presence of other PPO complications to personal 
preference—could contribute to the choice to deliver via C-section. Thus, it is 
difficult to ascertain whether the association between C-section and ASD risk 
could be better explained by another PPO factor, or group of factors.  
Prenatal smoking. It has been hypothesized that certain constituents 
(particularly, nicotine) in cigarette smoke have a direct adverse impact on fetal 
neurodevelopment (Shea & Steiner, 2008), and that these detrimental effects 
raise the risk of the unborn child developing ASD later in life (Newschaffer et 
al., 2007). Existing population-based studies provide mixed evidence on 
whether prenatal smoking increases risk of ASD: while Hultman and 
colleagues (2002) found prenatal smoking to increase the risk of ASD by 40%, 
other studies reported that prenatal smoking did not significantly increase risk 
of later ASD (Kalkbrenner et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2012). A crucial 
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methodological limitation of existing studies is that smoking status was 
determined during the first pregnancy visit. Given that around 20—40% of 
expectant smokers discontinue smoking during pregnancy (Cnattingius, 2004), 
misclassification could have hindered the detection of true associations in 
earlier studies. Establishing maternal smoking status later in pregnancy will 
likely be a more accurate method for determining smoking status. 
Prenatal alcohol. Very few large studies have examined the effects of 
fetal alcohol exposure on the risk of developing ASD. A causal link between 
prenatal alcohol exposure and ASD may be possible. The neuropathology of 
ASD has been found to be similar to that of fetal alcohol syndrome 
(Ikonomidou et al., 2000). Also, social and behavioural profiles of 10-year-old 
children with fetal alcohol spectrum disorders (FASD) have been found to be 
similar to symptoms related to ASD (Stevens, Nash, Koren, & Rovet, 2012). 
Several single-case and small-sample studies report that the occurrence of 
ASD may be higher in children with FASD, providing preliminary evidence 
that high levels of prenatal alcohol exposure is linked with elevated ASD risk 
(Aronson, Hagberg, & Gillberg, 1997; Harris, MacKay, & Osborn, 1995; 
Mukherjee, Layton, Yacoub, & Turk, 2011). To date, only one large 
population-based study has investigated the risk of prenatal alcohol exposure 
and ASD. However, this study did not find a significant association between 
low-moderate alcohol consumption and ASD risk; heavy alcohol consumption 
was not investigated (Eliasen et al., 2010). Considered together, these findings 
suggest that increased risk of ASD may only be significant at higher levels of 
prenatal alcohol exposure. Nevertheless, it could still be possible that low-to-
moderate levels of exposure are associated with higher ALTs.      
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Birth order. Birth order—particularly, being firstborn—has been 
associated with higher risk of later ASD (Bolton et al., 1997; Tsai & Stewart, 
1983). Although some studies have reported that both firstborn and later-born 
children are at higher risk of developing ASD (Bolton et al., 1997; Piven et al., 
1993), a meta-analysis by Gardener, Spiegelman and Buka (2009) found 
firstborn children to be 61% more likely to develop ASD later in life, 
compared to children born third or later. It is plausible that the higher 
prevalence of ASD in firstborn compared to second or later-born individuals 
may be an artefact of parental decisions against having more children 
following diagnosis (Jones & Szatmari, 1988). Studies which have 
investigated the association between birth order effects and the risk of ASD 
have yielded inconclusive findings: while some studies did find ASD risk to 
be higher in firstborn children (Glasson et al., 2004; Zwaigenbaum et al., 
2002), others reported no effect of birth order (Hultman et al., 2002; Larsson 
et al., 2005). However, it was not known whether maternal age was controlled 
for in these studies. Turner, Pihur, and Chakravarti (2011) highlighted that this 
discrepancy in findings could be due to the lack of control over (i) maternal 
age, and (ii) degree of genetic susceptibility. In this study, being later-born 
was associated with increased risk of later ASD. However, the authors 
observed that this relationship occurred alongside a similar positive 
relationship between maternal age and ASD risk (Turner, Pihur, & 
Chakravarti, 2011). This suggests that mixed findings reported in earlier 
studies could have arisen partly due to the lack of control for maternal age. In 
addition, this study also found that first or later-born children were at higher 
risk in simplex families (one family member diagnosed with ASD), whereas 
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middle-born children were at higher risk of developing ASD in multiplex 
families (more than one family member with ASD). It is hoped that studying 
birth order in relation to individual differences in sub-threshold ALTs in an 
unselected community sample may provide a viable alternative for elucidating 
this association, since this approach eliminates the need to control for familial 
genetic vulnerability to ASD.  
 
1.4.2. Methodological approaches to studying PPOs and ASD risk     
Dodds and colleagues (2011) outlined two general approaches which 
have so far been employed in efforts to elucidate the relationship between 
PPOs and ASD. One approach adopted by many studies (i.e. Glasson et al., 
2004; Hultman et al., 2002; Juul-Dam, Townsend, & Courchesne, 2001; 
Larsson et al., 2005; Maimburg & Væth, 2006; Piven et al., 1993) involves 
examining each PPO individually in relation to ASD risk by obtaining Odds 
Ratios (ORs) or Relative Risk (RR) ratios for each risk factor. While this 
method allows the identification of unique associations for each factor, the 
accuracy of individual risk estimates is compromised when the PPO of interest 
is known to co-occur frequently with other complications (Dodds et al., 2011). 
For example, LBW and prematurity have been found to be highly correlated 
(Sandin et al., 2013). Older mothers are also more likely to undergo Caesarean 
delivery (Bilder et al., 2009). Moreover, this method does not account for the 
cumulative effects of multiple PPOs on ASD risk (Dodds et al., 2011). 
The second approach involves evaluating the overall influence of PPO-
related complications on the risk of ASD (Gillberg & Gillberg, 1983; Bryson, 
Smith, & Eastwood, 1988; Bolton et al., 1994). Overall obstetric severity is 
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estimated by deriving a composite ‘optimality’ or ‘suboptimality’ score, where 
having a greater number of PPOs results in lower ‘optimality’ or higher 
‘suboptimality’ scores (Dodds et al., 2011). Studies adopting this approach 
have found that individuals with ASD consistently obtain lower optimality 
scores (Bryson et al., 1988; Zwaigenbaum et al., 2002) or higher suboptimality 
scores (Bolton et al., 1997; Lord, Mulloy, Wendelboe, & Schopler, 1991; 
Stein, Weizman, Ring, & Barak, 2006) relative to non-ASD controls. These 
findings strongly support an inverse relationship between obstetric optimality 
and risk of ASD. This method is suitable for smaller sample sizes and when 
multiple PPOs are found to be highly correlated with each other (Sandin et al, 
2013). However, it is limited in that each factor is treated with equal 
importance, and thus, does not provide much information regarding the unique 
associations between each PPO and ASD risk (Dodds et al., 2011).   
 
1.4.3. Might PPOs explain autistic trait variability in the general 
population? 
To date, only one study has explored the association between prenatal 
and neonatal risk factors, and later ALTs in a sample of 13690 twins (Ronald, 
Happé, Dworzynski, Bolton, & Plomin, 2010). This study found that prenatal 
and neonatal complications collectively accounted for a modest but 
statistically significant amount (2—5%) of the variance in ALTs at 7-8 years 
of age; weak relationships between risk factors and ALTs were observed in 
both the normal and quantitative extreme ranges (Ronald et al., 2010). 
However, prenatal and neonatal data were retrospectively obtained from 
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mothers via self-report only when their infants were around 18 months of age. 
Hence, the accuracy of the data may have been somewhat compromised.  
The present study aimed to build on these earlier findings by prospectively 
investigating whether PPO risk factors are predictive of dimensionally 
measured ALTs at 18 months in a general population sample. This 
investigation extends existing research by exploring whether PPOs are reliable 
indicators of ALTs in toddlerhood. Furthermore, previous research examining 
the role of PPOs in ASD has been based on clinical populations. In this study, 
birth and obstetric information was prospectively collected during the middle 
pregnancy, as well as at the time of delivery, so as to minimize inaccuracies 
that may arise from retrospectively gathered information due to memory-
related distortions or biases.  
 
1.5. Infant Temperament 
1.5.1. Temperament and its association with child 
psychopathology. 
Temperament has been defined by Thomas and Chess (1977) as 
genetically determined individual differences in behavioural tendencies. 
According to this definition, a child’s disposition to react in a particular way to 
a given environmental stimulus is also based on heritable influences and 
biological makeup. Thomas and Chess identified nine dimensions of 
behaviour which they considered to be related to psychological development 
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Another well-accepted theoretical definition of temperament was 
conceptualized by Rothbart and Bates (1998), who defined temperament as 
biologically determined individual differences in response intensity and self-
control. They proposed that temperament consists of three broad dimensions 
of behaviours: (i) surgency or extraversion—sociability, activity level, and 
behaviours displaying positive affect (Rothbart, Derryberry, & Hershey, 
2000); (ii) negative affectivity—the tendency to experience negative emotions 
and mood states such as fear, anxiety, and anger (Rothbart, Chew, & 
Gartstein, 2001); and (iii) effortful control—the capacity to restrain emotions 
Dimension Description 
Activity The level, tempo, and frequency with which a motor component is 
present in a child’s functioning. 
 
Rhythmicity  The degree of regularity of repetitive biological functions. 
 
Distractibility The effectiveness of extraneous environmental stimuli in 
interfering with, or in altering the direction of, the ongoing 
behaviour. 
 
Approach The child’s initial reaction to any new stimulus, be it food, people, 
places, toys, or procedures. 
 
Adaptability The ease or difficulty which the initial pattern of response can be 
modified in the direction desired by the parents or others. 
 
Persistence The child’s maintaining an activity in the face of obstacles to its 
continuation. 
 
Threshold The level of extrinsic stimulation that is necessary to evoke a 
discernable response. 
Intensity The energy content of the response, irrespective of whether it is 
positive or negative. 
 
Mood The amount of pleasant, joyful, friendly behaviour as contrasted 
with unpleasant, crying, unfriendly behaviour. 
 
    a 
Descriptions quoted verbatim from Thomas et al. (1968), pp. 19-24. 
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and behaviour and manage attentional resources purposefully (Rothbart & 
Putnam, 2002).  
A number of temperament measures have been constructed following 
Rothbart and Bates’ theoretical model, including the Infant Behaviour 
Questionnaire-Revised (IBQ; Gartstein & Rothbart, 2003) and the Early 
Childhood Behaviour Questionnaire (ECBQ; Putnam, Gartstein, & Rothbart, 
2006). On the other hand, the Carey Temperament scales (CTS; Carey & 
McDevitt, 1995)—a series of measures designed to assess temperament from 
one month to 12 years of age—have been developed based on Thomas and 
Chess’ framework.  
Thomas and Chess’ model of temperament was adopted in this study 
for several reasons. Firstly, this theoretical model was developed through the 
landmark New York Longitudinal Study (NYLS; Thomas, Chess, Birch, 
Hertzig & Korn, 1963)—a large population cohort study designed for the 
purpose of identifying early behavioural patterns predictive of behavioural 
problems later in childhood (Rothbart, Chew & Gartstein, 2001). Secondly, 
the NYLS assessed temperament in infants as young as 2-6 months of age. 
Given that the present study is concerned with examining whether infant 
temperament as early as 3 months is predictive of later ALTs, this model of 
temperament is therefore more relevant in relation to the purposes of this 
study. Finally, studies which have longitudinally investigated the relationship 
between early infant temperament and later ALTs (e.g. Bolton, Golding, 
Emond, & Steer, 2012; del Rosario, Gillespie-Lynch, Johnson, Sigman, & 
Hutman, 2014) have used scales from the CTS to measure temperament. Thus, 
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to facilitate comparison with these studies, the Thomas and Chess’ (1977) 
approach and the CTS were employed in the present study.    
 
1.5.2. Temperament and its association with ASD/ALTs 
Studying infant temperament as a potential early marker of ALTs may 
lead to the identification of endophenotypes—behavioural precursors of future 
psychopathological symptoms which are associated with genetic causes 
(Miller & Rockstroh, 2013)—relevant to ASD. This could in turn provide 
insight into the neurobiological basis of ASD and, consequently, shed light on 
how the etiological factors underlying ASD influence early life 
neurobiological development (Garon et al., 2009). Since infants’ behavioural 
tendencies are increasingly shaped by environmental influences during later 
childhood (Mervielde & De Pauw, 2012), the present study assessed 
temperament during early infancy as this would provide a more accurate 
estimate of an individual’s genetically determined behavioural tendencies.  
Thus far, most of the research which has studied the association 
between temperament and ASD has focused on comparing temperament 
profiles of (i) children diagnosed with ASD vs. typically developing children, 
or children with other delays, (ii) high-risk infant siblings who were later 
diagnosed with ASD (sibs-ASD) vs. high-risk infant siblings who did not 
receive a later diagnosis of ASD (sibs-TD). To date, only one large study 
(Bolton, Golding, Emond, & Steer, 2012) has attempted to assess the 
predictive utility of early temperament on later autistic traits in an unselected 
community sample. To facilitate easier comparison of findings between 
studies, only empirical studies which employed the CTS as a measure of 
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temperament are discussed. Hepburn and Stone (2006) compared differences 
in the temperament profiles of 3-8 year old children with ASD (N = 110) 
against normative data reported by McDevitt and Carey (1978) that was based 
on a sample of 350 TD children. In comparison with data from the normative 
sample, Hepburn and Stone’s sample of children with ASD scored at least one 
standard deviation above the mean on the Adaptability and Persistence 
dimension, and one standard deviation below the mean on the Threshold 
dimension. These findings showed that children with ASD were significantly 
less adaptable, less persistent, and less responsive (i.e. higher threshold of 
responsiveness) to external stimuli, compared to their typically developing 
counterparts (Hepburn & Stone, 2006).     
More recently, Brock and colleagues (2012) compared the 
temperament profiles of 3-7 year-old children with ASD (n = 54) and 
developmental delay (DD; n = 33) against the same normative sample 
(McDevitt & Carey, 1978). They found significant differences between their 
ASD sample and the normative sample on 8 of the 9 temperament 
dimensions—children with ASD were more active, less rhythmic, less 
approaching, less adaptable, less intense, less persistent, less distractible, and 
less responsive to environmental stimuli as compared to TD children (all ps < 
.001). Relative to children with DD, children with ASD were less approaching 
(p = .018) and less distractible (p = .004). The findings suggested that children 
with ASD could be distinguished from TD and DD children based on their 
temperament profiles.  
Findings from these studies, which were based on clinical samples, 
have shown that children diagnosed with ASD may be distinguished from 
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healthy children and children with developmental delays based on their 
temperament profiles. However, the between-group comparisons were based 
on previously published normative data rather than a prospectively recruited 
sample of age-matched controls. Moreover, both studies investigated 
temperament differences at 3 years of age and later; children who do develop 
ASD would likely have already received a diagnosis by that age (Chakrabarti 
& Fombonne, 2001). Studying temperament-related differences that may arise 
during infancy would therefore be of greater clinical value in terms of 
facilitating early identification of children who may be at risk of developing 
ASD or high levels of ALTs. 
A recent prospective longitudinal study of high-risk infant siblings by 
del Rosario and colleagues (2014) examined whether early differences in 
temperament trajectories could discriminate high-risk siblings who develop 
ASD later in life from those who do not. They prospectively tracked the 
temperament trajectories of 43 high-risk infant siblings from 6 to 36 months of 
age by inviting parents to complete the CTS at 6-month intervals. At 6 and 12 
months of age, high-risk infants later diagnosed with ASD (sibs-ASD; n = 16) 
exhibited greater adaptability than their counterparts who were not 
subsequently diagnosed (sibs-TD; n = 27), with moderate to large effect size 
difference (Cohen’s d = 0.70—1.38). However, this trend was reversed at 24 
months (i.e. sibs-ASD now exhibited lower levels of adaptability than sibs-
TD; d = 0.40) and became more pronounced at 36 months (d = 1.13). A 
similar pattern was observed for approach: sibs-ASD displayed higher levels 
of approach-related behaviours than sibs-TD at 6 months (d = 0.95), but lower 
levels of approach-related behaviours than the latter at 24 months (d = 0.63) 
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and 36 months of age (d = 1.38). The findings suggest that temperament may 
be useful in identifying high-risk infants who go on to develop ASD. 
However, generalizability of these findings was constrained by the limited 
sample size (del Rosario et al., 2014)—a common limitation of research 
efforts investigating the predictive utility of infant temperament on ASD risk 
using case-control and high-risk samples (Garon et al., 2009; Zwaigenbaum et 
al., 2005).  
Bolton and colleagues (2012) were the first to examine infant 
temperament, among many other early precursors, as a predictor of 
dimensionally measured ALTs in the general population. They prospectively 
and longitudinally studied 14387 children, all of whom were participants of 
the Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children (ALSPAC). 
Temperament was assessed at 6 and 24 months, and examined in relation to 
ALTs at 30 months. ALTs were assessed using a composite measure  autistic-
like behaviours which drew from information obtained from several 
measures—such as caregiver-report questionnaires, observational, and 
standardized assessments which contained items related to autistic-like 
behaviours (Bolton et al., 2012). The authors found that lower levels of 
activity, rhythmicity, approachability, adaptability, persistence, intensity, more 
negative mood, and higher distractibility and threshold of responsiveness at 6 
months were associated with more ALTs at 30 months. A largely similar 
temperament profile at 24 months predicted more ALTs at 30 months, except 
that higher (rather than lower) levels of activity and intensity were now 
associated with higher levels of later ALTs (Bolton et al., 2012). A key 
limitation of this study, however, was that the composite measure of ALTs 
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employed was partly derived from measures of some of the predictors of 
interest. Thus, the authors cautioned that scores obtained on their measure of 
ALTs may be partially confounded (Bolton et al., 2012).  
The work of del Rosario et al. (2014) and Bolton et al. (2012) 
highlighted that temperament measured as early as 6 months in infancy may 
be predictive of higher levels of later ALTs. However, one way in which they 
differed was that greater and lower adaptability at 6 months were respectively 
implicated in  . These differences could be because both studies utilized 
different samples and had starkly different sample sizes. 
 
1.5.3. Might infant temperament as early as 3 months be predictive 
of variability in social/non-social ALTs at 18 months?  
There is reasonably strong evidence that early temperament is likely 
associated with the later emergence of ASD/ALTs, and that infant 
temperament could be a useful predictor of the emergence of later autistic 
traits or symptoms in children. However, no study has examined the predictive 
utility of infant temperament separately in relation to social and non-social 
ALTs in toddlerhood, using a standardized and validated measure of ALTs. 
Furthermore, no study has explored whether different temperament 
dimensions may be associated with different clusters of ALTs. It is possible 
that such differences may exist: for example, adaptability and persistence may 
be more strongly associated with non-social/behavioural ALTs, which are 
characterized by preference for routine and insistence on sameness. On the 
other hand, approach and threshold may respectively reflect the degree of 
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preference for aloneness or responsiveness to social stimuli, and thus might 
possibly be related to social communication ALTs.  
The present study examined whether earlier findings pertaining to the 
association between temperament and ASD/ALTs could be extended to an 
unselected sample from a different ethnic population, using a standardized, 
validated measure of ALTs. Importantly, it aimed to further existing 
knowledge by assessing the relationship between temperament (3 months) and 
ALTs (18 months) at earlier time-points compared to all previous studies, and 
also explored whether different temperament dimensions might be predictive 
of later social and/or non-social ALTs. 
 
1.6. Infant Social Development in the first 12 months 
Social competence has been defined by Cavall (1990) as a multi-
dimensional construct comprising of (i) basic social skills essential for 
adaptive social functioning, (ii) the ability to interact positively and 
purposefully with the social environment, and (iii) social adjustment—the 
ability to attain developmentally appropriate goals. Development of social 
competencies is a prerequisite for successful social and academic functioning 
in children (Gest, Sesma, Masten, & Tellegen, 2006). In contrast, delays in the 
attainment of these competencies predispose the individual to a wide range of 
social and behavioural difficulties (Yeates et al., 2007).  
The present study focused on three aspects of infant social 
development that have been implicated in ASD: (i) gesture use, (ii) 
imitation/play skills, and (iii) empathy. Although deficits in these abilities are 
not unique to ASD, delays in their development have been found, in numerous 
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retrospective and prospective studies, to precede later emergence of ASD 
(Baird et al., 2000; De Giacomo & Fombonne, 1998; Hoshino et al., 1987; 
Ozonoff et al., 2010; Rogers & DiLalla, 1990; Swinkels et al., 2006).  
 
1.6.1. Gestures, ASD, and ALTs 
The development of verbal communication in infants has been 
observed to be contingent on the successful development of more rudimentary 
non-verbal communication abilities, such as the use of gestures (Fenson et al., 
1994). Gestures allow for symbolic sharing of a child’s thoughts, feelings, and 
desires with other social agents (Mitchell et al., 2006) and facilitate the 
expression of needs and making of requests (Landa, 2007). In typically 
developing infants, gesture development forms the basis for more complex 
forms of non-verbal communication, such as responding to joint attention 
(RJA) and initiating joint attention (IJA) (Bakeman & Adamson, 1984; 
Sullivan et al., 2007). 
Retrospective studies of clinical samples of children with ASD have 
found that delays in the recognition and use of gestures are noticeable in 
children with ASD as early as 12 months of age. Common signs include 
reduced pointing and showing, gesture imitation, and engagement in joint 
attention (Mars, Mauk, & Dowrick, 1998; Werner & Dawson, 2005). Analyses 
of home-videos of children diagnosed with ASD show that poorer early use of 
gestures is associated with less frequent orientation to name (Osterling & 
Dawson, 1994; Werner, Dawson, Osterling, & Dinno, 2000) and poorer 
comprehension of phrase speech (Thal & Bates, 1988). Thus, deficits in 
gesture use appear to contribute to some of the social-communication 
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impairments characteristic of ASD. However, retrospective home-video 
studies do not allow for the systematic comparison of developmental 
trajectories of children who present with elevated levels of later autistic 
traits/symptoms versus those who do not (Mitchell et al., 2006).  
Prospective longitudinal studies of high-risk infant siblings which 
followed the development of these children from infancy to childhood have 
found that deficits in nonverbal communication within the first two years of 
life are associated with higher levels of social-communication related ALTs, 
as well as higher risk of developing ASD in early childhood. Mitchell and 
colleagues (2006) followed the early communication and language 
development of high-risk infant siblings (n = 97) and low-risk controls (n = 
49) from 12 to 18 months of age using the MacArthur Communicative 
Development Inventories (CDI; Fenson et al., 1994). They discovered that 
infant siblings later diagnosed with ASD (n = 15) used gestures less frequently 
at 12 months. Importantly, high-risk siblings who did not develop ASD 
exhibited reduced gesture use compared to low-risk controls at 18 months, 
after accounting for language delays (Mitchell et al., 2006). These results 
suggest that delays in gesture development may predict higher levels of ALTs, 
regardless of a diagnosis of ASD.     
 Another prospective study by Ibanez, Grantz and Messinger (2013) 
examined the extent to which three forms of early referential 
communication—responding to joint attention (RJA), initiating (IJA), and 
initiating behavioural requests (IBR)—predicted the severity of later autistic 
symptoms in a sample of 40 high-risk infant siblings and 21 low-risk controls. 
They charted the developmental trajectories of these early communication 
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behaviours at 2 to 3 month intervals, from 8 to 18 months of age. Autistic 
symptom severity was assessed at 30 months of age using the calibrated 
severity score of the ADOS. This study found that, relative to the controls, 
high-risk siblings displayed lower overall levels of RJA and IJA, and a lower 
overall rate of IBR development. When a separate analysis was conducted 
excluding 10 high-risk infants who were later diagnosed with ASD, RJA 
development in the high-risk group was still found to be significantly poorer 
than in the low-risk group. Furthermore, it was found that baseline IJA and the 
rate of IBR development predicted autistic trait severity within the high-risk 
group at 30 months. The findings of this study resonate with that obtained by 
Mitchell and colleagues (2006), suggesting that the ability to use gestures in 
early social communication behaviours is a potential predictor of later ALTs 
regardless of a diagnosis of ASD.   
Few studies have explored whether the relationship between infant 
gesture development and later diagnosis of ASD is also found across the 
whole range of ALTs. To date, only one population-based study has reported 
that lower levels gesture use at 15 months predicted higher levels of ALTs at 
30 months (Bolton et al., 2012). The present study aimed to extend these 
findings by investigating whether limited gesture use at 12 months of age may 
be predictive of more ALTs at as early as 18 months. 
 
1.6.2. Imitation, Play, ASD, and ALTs 
The lack of imitation and spontaneous pretend play behaviours have 
consistently been identified as early precursors of ASD in studies conducted 
on clinical samples. Retrospective analyses of home-videos consistently report 
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that children later diagnosed with ASD exhibit reduced rates of imitation and 
play-related behaviours at around the first year of life (Adrien et al., 1993; 
Baranek, 1999; Osterling & Dawson, 1994). These findings are in line with 
those from prospective studies, which compared the imitation and play 
behaviours of children with ASD with that of children with other 
developmental conditions. Charman and colleagues (1997) reported that 
deficits in imitation were more profound in 20-month-old children with autism 
(n = 12) than in children of the same age who had developmental delays (n = 
44). Rogers, Hepburn, Stackhouse and Wehner (2003) compared the imitation 
abilities of 21-month to 50-month-old children with ASD (n = 24) with those 
of children with Fragile X syndrome (n = 18), other development disorders (n 
= 20), and healthy controls (n = 15), with all groups having relatively similar 
mental ages. They reported that children with ASD were found to perform 
more poorly across three out of four imitation-related tasks, relative to all 
other groups. In addition, the degree of impairment in imitation skills within 
the ASD group was positively associated with autistic severity (r = .49—.73) 
with moderate to large effect sizes (Rogers et al., 2003). 
Prospective studies of high-risk infant siblings reveal that poor 
development of imitation and pretend play are likely associated with the 
presence of higher levels of ALTs. Zwaigenbaum and colleagues (2005) 
reported that high-risk siblings who later developed ASD could be 
distinguished from high-risk siblings who did not, as the former displayed 
significantly less imitative behaviours and engagement in pretend play at 12 
months of age compared to the latter. These differences also appear to extend 
to the non-extreme ranges of the autistic severity continuum. Christensen and 
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colleagues (2010) compared the play behaviours of 17 high-risk infant siblings 
with 12 high-risk siblings with non ASD-related delays and 19 TD controls 
using a free-play task. High-risk infants showed fewer functional play 
behaviours than infants from the other groups at 18 months of age, suggesting 
that atypical play behaviours may be an indicator of social difficulties specific 
to ALTs, rather than other types of developmental delay. At this point, it is 
important to note that the sample sizes of the earlier described studies were 
small, hence limiting the conclusiveness of the findings discussed.  
Few studies have examined whether imitation and play-related 
behaviours may be predictive of later ALTs in community samples. Drawing 
from an investigation of a subsample of approximately 6000 children from 
their ALSPAC sample, Bolton and colleagues (2012) found that lower levels 
of imitation and play-related behaviours as early as 6 months predicted higher 
ALTs at 30 months. However, this finding may be obscured due to 
confounding; some of the items from the measures of imitation and play 
behaviours were concurrently used by the authors in the computation of 
participants’ overall autistic trait score (Bolton et al., 2012).  
The present study aimed to extend previous findings by exploring 
whether imitation and play-related behaviours are predictive of ALTs at as 
early as 18 months of age. In addition, it addressed the limitation highlighted 
in Bolton and colleagues’ study by assessing ALTs using a dimensional 
measure of ALTs with reasonable psychometric properties. 
 
1.6.3. Empathy, ASD, and ALTs 
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Empathy refers to the ability to interpret another person’s mental and 
emotional states, and respond in a socially appropriate manner (Davis, 1994). 
Deficits in empathy have been found to characterize a number of psychiatric 
conditions, including schizophrenia (Bora, Gökçen, & Veznedaroglu, 2008), 
psychopathy (Mealey & Kinner, 2002), as well as ASD (Schroeder, 
Desrocher, Bebko, & Cappadocia, 2010).  
Retrospective and prospective studies of infants diagnosed with ASD 
have reported that infants diagnosed with ASD tend to display reduced interest 
in social interaction (Goldberg et al., 2005), less social smiling (Adrien et al., 
1993), and deficits in exhibiting socially appropriate affective responses in 
experimental tasks designed to elicit empathic behaviour (Sigman, Kasari, 
Kwon, & Yirmiya, 1992). These empathy-related deficits have been reported 
to be present in infants with ASD by about 20 months of age (Charman et al., 
1997). However, no published study has investigated whether empathy might 
be predictive of dimensionally measured ALTs in community samples of 
children.   
Research on community samples of adults has found that empathy may 
be a predictor of ALTs in the general population. A study by Wheelwright and 
colleagues (2006) reported that scores on the Empathy Quotient (EQ; Baron-
Cohen & Wheelwright, 2004)—a self-report instrument purported to measure 
an individual’s drive to empathize—were significantly predictive of scores on 
a self-report quantitative measure of ALTs—the Autism Spectrum Quotient 
(AQ; Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Skinner, Martin, & Clubley, 2001). These 
findings have also been replicated in an Asian sample (Wakabayashi et al., 
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2007), providing cross-cultural support for the association between empathy 
and autistic trait variability in non-clinical populations.    
At present, no study has explored whether empathy during infancy 
may be predictive of dimensionally-measured autistic traits in toddlerhood. 
This could be due to the inherent challenges of attempting to assess empathy 
within the first year of life, since it is difficult to determine whether the 
absence of an empathic response is due to the presence of autistic 
traits/symptoms, or a more generic lack of perceptual understanding of 
displays of affect (Auyeung et al., 2009). Nevertheless, given that children 
with ASD under 2 years of age have been reported to have difficulty 
displaying socially appropriate affective responses or emotional mimicry in 
response to an emotional reaction exhibited by social agents in experimental 
settings (Hobson, 1993; Sigman et al., 1992), it may be worth investigating 
whether empathy in infancy predicts later ALTs. Hence, the present study 
explored whether empathy at 12 months predicted the variability of ALTs in a 
sample of 18-month-old toddlers from the general population. 
 
1.6.4. Might infant social development at 12 months be predictive 
of variability in social/non-social ALTs at 18 months?  
In light of recent findings that social and non-social ALTs are 
phenotypically distinct (Shuster, Perry, Bebko, & Toplak, 2014) and 
underpinned by independent sets of etiological influences (Ronald et al., 
2006a), it is important to investigate whether early precursors linked with 
ASD may be specifically related to and predictive of social ALTs. Given that 
gestures, imitation, play, and empathy are all early competencies associated 
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with social and communication development in childhood, it is hypothesized 
in this study that they will be more strongly associated with social-
communication, rather than with non-social/behavioural, ALTs. Exploring this 
possibility is important for clarifying the neurodevelopmental link between 
early individual differences in social-communication development and later 
ALT variability. Thus, the present study assessed the predictive utility of each 
of the earlier discussed variables separately in relation to social and non-social 
ALTs. 
 
1.7. The Present Study: Rationale, Aims, Research Questions, and 
Hypotheses 
Instead of the categorical approach employed by many previous 
studies which have investigated early markers of ASD, this study adopted a 
dimensional approach to measuring and understanding potential early 
predictors of ALTs. The dimensional approach is aligned with a substantial 
body of evidence demonstrating (i) etiological and phenotypic similarity 
throughout the autism spectrum, and the (ii) normal distribution of ALTs in 
the general population. Studying ALTs in unselected community samples also 
eliminates the drawbacks of the methodological challenges common in clinical 
case-control studies and high-risk sibling studies, including limited statistical 
power due to very small sample sizes (typically <50 and in many cases <30), 
studying only one or two predictors, and investing large amounts of resources 
for the surveillance of a large number of individuals, of which only a small 
fraction (typically 5—25 %) will be diagnosed with ASD and thus be eligible 
for study participation. 
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While numerous early precursors have been implicated in the 
manifestation of later ASD/ALTs, how they contribute to the variability of 
specific clusters of ALTs over time has not yet been explored. Such an 
investigation is important in view of strong empirical evidence suggesting that 
different clusters of ALTs are etiologically fractionable and therefore may be 
associated with different early precursors. Furthermore, existing studies have 
typically focused either on a single precursor or a small number of precursors, 
without considering how their effect on ALTs might relate to other early 
markers. Studying the unique contributions of a wider range of early 
precursors on ALTs may provide better insight into the relative importance of 
different predictors in their influence on the development of autistic-like 
behaviours. This could then inform more focused future investigations of the 
neurodevelopmental processes that may be affected by etiological factors in 
those with ASD or at the extreme ends of the continuum of autistic traits.  
This study is the first to prospectively investigate the associations 
between early precursors within the first year of life and ALTs at 18-months—
earlier than all the studies reviewed. It is also the first to examine the 
predictive utility of early precursors separately in relation to social and non-
social ALTs, in light of strong evidence suggesting that the different ALT 
clusters are etiologically fractionable. Finally, this is first study to examine the 
predictive utility of early precursors with later ALTs in an unselected sample 
of toddlers in Asia. To the best of the author’s knowledge, no study has 
examined the role of early precursors on later ALTs in Asia. However, such a 
cross-cultural investigation is important because cultural factors have been 
implicated in differences relating to the interpretation and measurement of 
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ALT in adults from Western compared to Eastern cultures (Freeth, Sheppard, 
Ramachandran, & Milne, 2013). Hence, this study also explored the degree to 
which (i) the relationships between early infancy precursors and later ALTs, 
and (ii) the hypothesis that different ALT clusters are etiologically 
fractionable, both of which have been based in Western samples, can be 
generalized to a sample of Asian toddlers from the general population.    
The present study had two main aims: 
(1) To investigate the relationship between, and predictive value of, 
early development precursors (namely, PPO risk factors, infant temperament 
at 3 months, infant social development at 12 months—gestures, imitation/play, 
and empathy) and social and non-social ALTs at 18 months. 
(2) To examine whether precursors found to be associated with and to 
predict social ALTs are different than those found to be associated with non-
social ALTs.  
The following specific research questions and corresponding 
hypotheses were investigated:   
 
Research Question 1: Do the early precursors of ASD/autistic traits 
identified in this study within the first 12 months of life contribute 
uniquely to predicting ALTs at 18 months?  
It was hypothesized that each of the following categories of early 
variables—(i) PPO risk factors (gestation), (ii) infant temperament (3 
months) and (iii) infant gestures, imitation and empathy (12 months) 
will be significantly correlated with 18-month Q-CHAT social and/or 
non-social factor scores, and that each will independently and 
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significantly explain the variance in 18-month Q-CHAT social and/or 
non-social factor scores (Hypothesis 1).  
 
Research Question 2: Are there different early precursors for social ALTs 
compared to non-social ALTs? 
It was hypothesized that infant social development at 12 months would 
be significantly associated with and predict 18-month Q-CHAT social 
factor scores only (Hypothesis 2).  
Currently, as no study has yet examined the contribution of PPOs and 
infant temperament as predictors of social and non-social ALTs 
separately, there is no evidence upon which to make specific 
hypotheses as to whether these early variables will differentially 
predict social and non-social ALTs, thus analyses regarding these 



















Participants for the present study were drawn from an unselected, 
nationally representative subset of expectant mothers recruited for a large 
ongoing nationwide epigenetic medical research study in Singapore 
(GUSTO—Growing Up in Singapore Towards healthy Outcomes). GUSTO is 
a prospective, longitudinal study aimed primarily at identifying early life 
epigenetic and pregnancy-related risk factors for a wide variety of medical and 
genetic/biological conditions. The overarching goals of the GUSTO study are 
to advance our understanding of the influence of genetic and environmental 
risk factors in early childhood development, and the discovery of viable 
strategies for prevention and early management (Soh et al., 2013). 
Mothers for the GUSTO study were recruited from two leading 
hospitals in child delivery and neonatal care, KK Women’s and Children’s 
Hospital (KKH) and National University Hospital (NUH), during the first 
trimester of their pregnancy, between June 2009 and September 2010. The 
sample recruited from KKH and NUH is likely to be representative of the 
general population in Singapore, as these hospitals collectively deliver 
approximately half of all babies born in Singapore annually
1
 (Ministry of 
Health Singapore, 2014). GUSTO mothers and their infants (N = 1152) were 
                                                          
1
 Between 1st Feb 2013 to 31st Jan 2014, public hospitals performed 48% of all normal 
(vaginal) deliveries, and of these, 71% and 20% of these deliveries performed at KKH and 
NUH respectively (Ministry of Health Singapore, 2014). 
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subsequently followed up as part of the GUSTO study at regular intervals 
starting from 12 weeks of gestation, up till the child reached 36 months of age.  
 
2.1.2. GUSTO Inclusion and exclusion criteria 
Eligibility for recruitment into the GUSTO study was based on the 
following inclusion criteria: (i) both parents had to be either Singapore citizens 
or Singapore Permanent Residents; (ii) mothers were at least 18 years of age at 
the time of recruitment; (iii) both parents and grandparents were 
racially/ethnically homogeneous; and (iv) parents intended to deliver in KKH 
or NUH and reside in Singapore for the next five years.  
Mothers were excluded from the study if they (i) had been diagnosed 
with serious medical conditions such as cancer or type I diabetes, (ii) were 
receiving chemotherapy or psychotropic medication, (iii) conceived via in-
vitro fertilisation (IVF), or (iv) if pregnancy ended in miscarriage. 
 
2.1.3. Participant characteristics 
A total of 1152 mothers and their infants were recruited for the large 
GUSTO study. Of these, a subsample of 613 participants were specifically 
recruited for the GUSTO Neurodevelopment domain—these participants were 
followed up more extensively with a focus on more comprehensive assessment 
of the children’s neuropsychological, cognitive, behavioural, social, and 
emotional development. In order to address the research questions of the 
principal investigators of the Neurodevelopment domain, and in consideration 
of the logistical and budget constraints of conducting comprehensive testing 
on all 1152 GUSTO participants, participants were prioritized for inclusion in 
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the GUSTO Neurodevelopment domain if magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
data after birth were available, if they were non-Chinese, or if they were 
exclusively breast- or bottle-fed, in line with the main research questions and 
aims of the principal investigators of the GUSTO Neurodevelopment Domain.  
Of the 613 caregivers recruited by the GUSTO Neurodevelopment 
domain, 368 (60.0%) satisfactorily completed and returned the main measure 
of ALTs employed in the present study (the Q-CHAT; see Measures) for the 
18-month follow up of their infants. As ALTs at 18 months of age was the 
main outcome variable for the present study, participants who did not 
complete the Q-CHAT at this time-point were excluded. Some parents did not 
complete all other measures of interest to this study. Hence, the size of the 
resultant sample of 368 participants was further reduced based on whether 
parents satisfactorily completed the other measures of interest—namely, PPO 
information inventories, Carey’s Temperament Scale (CTS) ratings at 3 
months, the Singapore English Communicative Development Inventories 
(SECDI; Tan, Liu, Affendi & Chen, 2006) at 12 months, and the Infant-
Toddler Social and Emotional Assessment (ITSEA; Briggs-Gowan & Carter, 
1998) at 12 months. Figure 1 shows the breakdown of the original GUSTO 




























Figure 1. Breakdown of full GUSTO sample into the available subsamples 
employed for analyses in the present study. 
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Table 2 displays the demographic characteristics of the subsamples 
relevant to the present study. One sample t-tests and chi-square goodness-of-
fit tests were used to identify any differences in characteristics between the 
subsamples of interest and the main GUSTO sample. All subsamples had 
somewhat more Malay participants and fewer Indian participants than the 
main GUSTO sample. In addition, some subsamples differed significantly 
from the full GUSTO sample in birth order, maternal education, or household 
income. However, since the effect sizes for these observed demographic 
differences were small (all V < .20), the subsamples are, on the whole, likely 






Comparison of demographic characteristics for full GUSTO sample and each of the subsamples involved in the main analyses 
 





N (%) or Mean (SD) 
Completed 18M  




N (%) or Mean (SD) 
Completed 18M  




N (%) or Mean (SD) 
Completed 18M Q-CHAT 
and 12M ITSEA 
Imitation/Play and Empathy 
subscales 
 






N(%) or Mean (SD) 
Sample size (N) 1152 368 264 209 155 
      
Gender      
Male 571 (49.6%) 200 (54.3%) 140 (53.0%) 111 (53.1%) 80 (51.6%) 
Female 517 (44.9%) 168 (45.7%) 124 (47.0%) 98 (46.9%) 75 (48.4%) 




χ2(1) = .51, 
p =.47 
V = 0.04 
 
χ2(1) = .03, 
p =.86 
V = 0.01 
 
χ2(1) = .03, 
p =.86 
V = 0.01 
 
χ2(1) = .05, 
p =.83 
V = 0.02 
Ethnicity      
Chinese 623 (54.1%) 195 (53.0%) 144 (54.5%) 117 (56.0%) 87 (56.1%) 
Malay 314 (27.3%) 119 (32.3%) 88 (33.3%) 70 (33.5%) 54 (34.8%) 
Indian 208 (18.1%) 53 (14.4%) 31 (11.7%) 22 (10.5%) 14 (9.0%) 
Other/Missing 7 (0.6%) 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.4%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
   
χ2(3) = 6.97, 
p =.07 
V = 0.08 
 
χ2(3) = 9.64, 
p = .022 
V = 0.11 
 
χ2(2) = 9.62, 
p = .008 
V = 0.12 
 
χ2(2) = 10.3, 
p =.006 
V = 0.18 
Birth Order      
First 467 (40.5%) 157 (42.7%) 118 (44.7%) 94 (45.0%) 73 (47.1%) 
Second 383 (33.2%) 111 (30.2%) 77 (29.2%) 71 (34.0%) 49 (31.6%) 
Third or later 235 (20.4%) 98 (26.6%) 68 (25.8%) 44 (21.1%) 33 (21.3%) 
Missing 67 (5.8%) 2 (0.5%) 1 (0.4%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
   
χ2(3) = 26.1, 
p < .001 
V = 0.15 
 
χ2(3) = 19.6 
p < .001 
V = 0.16 
 
χ2(2) = 0.32, 
p = .85 
V = 0.03 
 
χ2(2) = 1.20, 
p = .55 
V = 0.06 
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N (%) or Mean (SD) 
Completed 18M  




N (%) or Mean (SD) 
Completed 18M  




N (%) or Mean (SD) 
Completed 18M Q-CHAT 
and 12M ITSEA 
Imitation/Play and Empathy 
subscales 
 






N(%) or Mean (SD) 
Mother’s age      
 30.4 (5.2) 30.3 (5.2) 30.4 (5.3) 30.2 (5.2) 30.2 (5.3) 
  t(367) = -.27 
p = .79 
d = -0.02 
t(263) = -.02 
p = .99 
d = 0.00 
t(208)= -.53 
p = .60 
d = -0.04 
t(154) = -.44 
p = .66 
d = -0.04 
Mother’s highest 
education  
     
None/Primary 56 (4.9%) 14 (3.8%) 9 (3.4%) 5 (2.4%) 2 (1.3%) 
Secondary/ITE 416 (36.1%) 122 (33.2%) 82 (31.1%) 63 (30.1%) 45 (29.0%) 
Pre-U/Diploma 279 (24.2%) 100 (27.2%) 70 (26.5%) 61 (29.2%) 44 (28.4%) 
University 348 (30.2%) 114 (31.0%) 89 (33.7%) 71 (34.0%) 57 (36.8%) 
Missing 53 (4.6%) 18 (4.9%) 14 (5.3%) 9 (4.3%) 7 (4.5%) 
   
χ2(4) = 3.20, 
p = .52 
V = 0.05 
 
χ2(4) = 4.94, 
p = .29 
V = 0.07 
 
χ2(4) = 7.83, 
p = .10 
V = 0.10 
 
χ2(4) = 9.54, 
p = .05 




     
0-1999 177 (15.4%) 53 (14.4%) 40 (15.2%) 27 (12.9%) 18 (11.6%) 
2000-3999 338 (29.3%) 106 (28.8%) 65 (24.6%) 47 (22.5%) 29 (18.7%) 
4000-5999 271 (23.5%) 85 (23.1%) 61 (23.1%) 54 (25.8%) 42 (27.1%) 
>6000 290 (25.2%) 102 (27.7%) 83 (31.4%) 70 (33.5%) 58 (37.4%) 
Not provided 76 (6.6%) 22 (6.0%) 15 (5.7%) 11 (5.3%) 8 (5.2%) 
   
χ2(4) = 1.45, 
p = .84 
V = 0.03 
 
χ2(4) =6.48 
p = .17 
V = 0.08 
 
χ2(4) = 10.9, 
p = .03 
V = 0.11 
 
χ2(4) = 17.9, 
p = .001 




All measures were completed by caregivers at the mentioned data 
collection time-points. No data were retrospectively collected. 
 
2.2.1. Autistic-Like Traits  
The Quantitative Checklist for Autism in Toddlers (Q-CHAT; Allison 
et al., 2008) is a 25-item caregiver-report measure of ALTs in toddlers aged 
18 to 24 months. It was designed with the purpose of improving on the 
sensitivity and accuracy of an earlier screening tool for ASD—the Checklist 
for Autism in Toddlers (CHAT; Baron-Cohen et al., 1992). While the original 
CHAT employed a “Yes (behaviour present) / No (behaviour absent)” binary 
scoring system, Q-CHAT items are scored dimensionally on a 5-point Likert 
scale, with scores ranging from 0 to 4. Each numerical value denotes the 
frequency of the observed behaviour on a continuum. Thirteen of the 25 items 
are reverse-scored. Minimum and maximum scores obtainable are 0 and 100 
respectively, with higher scores indicating higher levels of (i.e. more severe) 
ALTs. Examples of items include: “Does your child look at you when you call 
his/her name?”, “Does your child point to share interest with you (e.g. 
pointing at an interesting sight)?”, and “Does your child twiddle objects 
repetitively (e.g. pieces of string)?” (see Appendix A for all items of the Q-
CHAT, which is freely available online). In the present study, approximately 
80-90% of the caregivers who completed the Q-CHAT at the 18-month time-
point were the mothers
2
. 
                                                          
2
 Respondent data for the Q-CHAT was not obtained at the 18-month time-point. However, 
91% of the caregivers who completed the Q-CHAT at 24 months were mothers.  Based on 




Preliminary research on the Q-CHAT suggests that it possesses 
reasonable psychometric properties. In Allison and colleagues’ (2008) original 
study, Q-CHAT total scores obtained from an unselected sample of 754 
toddlers in the UK was found to be normally distributed, to have adequate 
internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha: α = 0.67), and good test-retest 
reliability after one month (intraclass correlation coefficient: ICC = 0.82). 
Expected between-group differences were also observed: boys obtained 
significantly higher Q-CHAT scores than girls, and participants diagnosed 
with ASD obtained significantly higher Q-CHAT scores than participants 
without ASD (Allison et al., 2008). Other studies which have used the Q-
CHAT as a measure of ALTs have also reported similar findings regarding its 
psychometric properties, gender and case-control differences, and distribution 
of ALTs in their respective samples (Auyeung, Taylor, Hackett, & Baron-
Cohen, 2010; Wong, Huertas-Ceballos, Cowan, & Modi, 2014). At present, 
there is no published data on the use of the Q-CHAT in Asian populations.  
Recently, Magiati and colleagues (in preparation) examined the factor 
structure of the Q-CHAT in 18-month old Singaporean toddlers from the 
GUSTO study (most of whom were the same participants as those in the 
present study) and proposed a three-factor structure of the Q-CHAT: a social-
communication (social) traits factor (10 items; score range: 2—27), a non-
social/behavioural (non-social) traits factor (8 items; score range: 0—31), and 
a speech/language factor (4 items; score range: 3—16). This factor structure is 
consistent with a factor analysis of the Q-CHAT by its original authors 
                                                                                                                                                        
month Q-CHAT were mothers. This percentage is also consistent with respondent data from 
other GUSTO measures, where mothers are typically the main respondents. 
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(Allison et al., 2010). Importantly, the first two factors are congruent with the 
DSM-5’s revised dyadic organization of the diagnostic criteria for ASD (i.e. 
impairments in social-communication/interaction, and RRBIs). This clustering 
of social-communication and non-social/behavioural traits is also supported by 
findings from factor analytic studies of other measures of autistic symptoms in 
clinical samples (Gotham, Risi, Pickles & Lord, 2007; Matson, Boisjoli, Hess, 
& Wilkins, 2009; Shuster, Perry, Bebko, & Toplak, 2014).  
In this study, social and non-social Q-CHAT factor scores were 
calculated by adding up the scores of the constituent items of each factor. 
These factor scores were employed in the main analyses to examine the 
contributions of the proposed infant predictors in explaining social and non-
social ALTs at 18 months. The speech/language factor was not further 
explored, as it consisted of only four items requesting information about 
generic, rather than ALT-specific, delays in speech and language development 
(i.e. “How many words can your child say?”; Magiati et al., in preparation). 
Furthermore, speech/language delays are no longer required for a diagnosis of 
ASD (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).  
 
2.2.2. Pregnancy and Birth-Related Information 
Pregnancy and birth-related information were collected prospectively 
using two standardized self-report inventories. Participants were asked to 
complete the first inventory during one of their clinic follow-up appointments 
at approximately the 26
th
 week of pregnancy. This inventory contained 
questions about health and life events/habits that may influence pregnancy 
during the prenatal period, such as whether or not participants consumed 
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alcohol or smoked during pregnancy. The second inventory was provided 
before participants were discharged from hospital following their child’s 
successful delivery. The items in this inventory focused on information 
pertaining to labour, such as whether a C-section was performed, and 
information about the newborn child such as gender, birth weight, duration of 
gestation, and birth order in the family. Information from these inventories 
was documented in the participants’ medical records.   
As some of the PPOs of interest in this study have been found to co-
occur frequently with each other, a composite suboptimality score for the 
seven PPO risk factors of interest—namely: maternal age (> 35 years), 
gestational age (< 37 weeks), birth weight (< 2500g), birth order (being 
firstborn vs. later-born), Caesarean delivery (yes), prenatal smoking (yes), and 
prenatal alcohol consumption (yes)—was calculated to assess overall 
suboptimality, instead of investigating each factor separately. Computation of 
this score was performed in a way similar to previous studies (e.g. Bolton et 
al., 1997; Stein et al., 2006), whereby the absence and presence of each risk 
factor were assigned scores of ‘0’ and ‘1’ respectively. A single cumulative 
score ranging from 0 to 7 was obtained, with higher scores indicating higher 
degrees of birth and obstetric suboptimality (i.e. more PPOs present).  
 
2.2.3. Infant Temperament 
The Carey’s Temperament Scales (CTS; Carey & McDevitt, 1995) are 
a series of five caregiver-report questionnaires designed to measure 
temperament in children from 1 month to 12 years of age. The CTS are based 
on Thomas and Chess’ (1977) nine-category model of temperament (see 
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Introduction, section 1.3.1), with each questionnaire designed to measure 
temperament-related characteristics over a specific age range. Items consist of 
statements about the child’s behaviour, and caregivers are asked to rate the 
frequency of the behaviour(s) described in each statement by assigning a 
numerical score from 1 (almost never) to 6 (almost always). Instead of 
yielding a single overall composite score, summary scores (range 1 to 6) for 
each of the nine categories are derived by obtaining the mean score of all 
answered items for each category (McDevitt & Carey, 1996). Lower scores 
generally indicate “easier” temperament (less active, more rhythmic, more 
approaching, more adaptable, reacts more mildly, more positive mood, more 
persistent, more distractible, and higher response threshold/non-reactive). 
Conversely, higher scores are largely indicative of more “difficult” 
temperament (more active, arrhythmic, more withdrawn, slower to adapt, 
reacts more intensely, more negative mood, less persistent, less distractible, 
and lower response threshold/more sensitive). 
The Early Infant Temperament Questionnaire (EITQ; Medoff-Cooper, 
Carey, & McDevitt, 1993) was used in this study to assess temperament at 3 
months of age. It was designed to measure the nine temperament 
characteristics identified in the NYLS (activity, rhythmicity, approach, 
adaptability, intensity, mood, persistence, distractibility, and threshold of 
responsiveness) in 1 to 4-month-old infants. It consists of a total of 76 items 
and takes approximately 15-20 minutes to complete (see Table 3 for sample 
items for each dimension on the EITQ and the interpretation of higher/lower 
scores on each dimension). Most of the items on the EITQ were derived from 
the Revised Infant Temperament Questionnaire (RITQ; Carey & McDevitt, 
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1978) and modified so as to better reflect the developmental characteristics 
and abilities of very young infants.  
Internal consistencies range from 0.42—0.76 and test-retest reliability 
coefficients range from 0.43—0.87 across all temperament categories 
(Medoff-Cooper, Carey, & McDevitt, 1993). The original authors attributed 
the low reliability coefficients to the inherent challenges of measuring 
behaviour reliably in very young infants: infants’ behavioural styles change as 
they mature and interact with the environment, and parent ratings of infant 
temperament naturally become more consistent as they gain more 
opportunities to observe the infant’s behaviour in a greater variety of 
situations (Medoff-Cooper, Carey, & McDevitt, 1993). At present, no study 
has evaluated the suitability and/or psychometric properties of the EITQ as a 











                Table 3. 
                Sample items and score interpretation of the EITQ 
 
Dimension Sample Item Lower Score Higher Score 





Rhythmicity The infant's time of waking in the morning varies greatly (by 1 
hour or more) from day to day. 
 
Rhythmic Arrhythmic 
Approach The infant objects (cries, frets) if someone other than main 
caregiver gives care. 
 
Approaching Withdrawing 
Adaptability The infant accepts his/her bath any time of day without resisting.* 
 
Adaptable Non-adaptable 





The infant cries during a bowel movement. Positive Negative 
Persistence The infant will continuously look at mobile or toy in crib for 5 
minutes or more.* 
 
Persistent Non-persistent 
Distractibility The infant continues to cry when frightened despite several 
minutes of soothing (picked up, patted). 
 
Distractible Non-distractible 
Threshold The infant acts the same when the diaper is wet or dry.* High (i.e. non-
reactive) 




2.2.4. Infant Social Development 
Gestures. Adapted from the original MacArthur Communicative 
Development Inventories (CDI; Fenson et al., 1994), the Singapore Early 
Communicative Development Inventories (SECDI; Tan, 2009) was used in the 
present study to assess verbal and non-verbal communication in Singaporean 
infants at 12 months for the variety of English used in Singapore (Low & 
Brown, 2005). The SECDI is a standardized caregiver-report measure of 
vocabulary development in children aged 8 to 30 months. It consists of two 
versions—the Words and Gestures (for children aged 8 to 16 months) and the 
Words and Sentences inventories (for infants aged 16 to 30 months).  
The First Communicative Gestures subsection of the Words and 
Gestures version of the SECDI (SECDI-Words and Gestures) was used in this 
study to assess gesture use at 12 months. This subsection consisted of 12 
items, with each item containing a description of a specific gesture (i.e. 
“Requests something by extending arm and opening and closing hand”), and 
parents were asked to rate the frequency with which they have observed their 
child utilizing the gesture described on a three-point frequency scale: “Not 
Yet”, “Sometimes” and “Often”. “Not Yet” responses were scored 0 while 
“Sometimes” and “Often” responses were scored 1 (score range: 0-12). 
Mean test-retest reliability of all Gestures scales (including the First 
Communicative Gestures scale used in this study) of the original CDI was 
reported to be high at a 1.35-month interval (ICC= 0.86). Although the 
original researchers reported little formal investigation of the validity of the 
Gestures scales in infants, they found that scores obtained on these scales were 
positively associated with performance on communication-related 
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observational tasks—such as object recognition during play, and 
understanding of gestures displayed by others—demonstrating some evidence 
of concurrent validity (Fenson et al., 1994). Currently, there is no local data on 
the psychometric properties of the Gestures subsection of the SECDI, owing 
to challenges in participant recruitment in Singapore (Tan, 2010).  
Imitation/Play and Empathy. The Imitation/Play and Empathy 
subscales of the Infant Toddler Social and Emotional Assessment (ITSEA; 
Carter & Briggs-Gowan, 2006) were used to assess the development of 
imitation/play-related skills and empathy at 12 months of age. The ITSEA is a 
caregiver-report questionnaire designed to measure social-emotional problems 
and competencies in very young children aged 12 to 36 months. It consists of 
139 items distributed across four behavioural domains—externalizing, 
internalizing, dysregulation, and competencies—and the whole measure takes 
approximately 20—30 minutes to complete. Items are rated on a 3-point scale 
ranging from 0 (not true/rarely) to 2 (very true/often). A No Opportunity 
option is available if parents feel that they have not had the opportunity to 
observe the behaviour(s) described. 
The Imitation/Play and Empathy subscales used in the present study 
are part of the Competence domain of the ITSEA—which assesses age-
appropriate social skills—and consist of 6 and 7 items respectively. Examples 
of items include “imitates clapping or waving bye-bye” for the Imitation/Play 
subscale, and “tries to make you feel better when you’re upset” for the 
Empathy subscale. Higher scores indicate more adaptive behaviour, and 
composite subscale scores are derived by obtaining the mean score of all items 
in that subscale.  
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An evaluation of the psychometric properties of the ITSEA on children 
aged 12 to 36 months (N = 214) found the internal consistency of the 
Imitation/Play subscale to be suboptimal (α = 0.59), but that of the Empathy 
subscale to be high (α = 0.82) (Carter, Briggs-Gowan, Jones, & Little, 2003). 
Despite low reliability values on some of the ITSEA’s subscales, strong 
evidence exists in support of its validity. The ITSEA Competence domain 
scores were found to be significantly correlated with scores on other well-
established measures of infant social and communication development. 
Competence domain scores correlated significantly with the Socialization (r = 
.48) and Communication domains (r = .56) of the Vineland Adaptive 
Behaviour Scales (VABS; Sparrow, Balla, & Cicchetti, 1984), and the 
Expressive Language (r = .41) and Composite standard scores (r = .47) on the 
Mullen Scales of Early Learning (MSEL; Mullen, 1995), all with moderate to 
large effect sizes (Carter et al., 2003). As with the EITQ, no published study 
has validated the factor structure and psychometric properties of the ITSEA in 
an Asian infant population.      
 
2.2.5. Socio-demographic information  
Participants were requested to provide information about their socio-
demographic background, including their ages, educational qualifications, 
ethnicities, occupations, child gender, and average monthly household income. 
 
2.3. Procedure 
Ethical approval for the larger GUSTO study (see Appendix B), within 
which this study is embedded, was awarded by SingHealth Centralized 
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Institutional Review Board (CIRB) and National Healthcare Group Domain 
Specific Review Board (DSRB), and accepted by the National University of 
Singapore’s Institutional Review Board (IRB).  
Informed written consent was obtained from eligible participants 
during the first trimester of pregnancy. Participant eligibility information was 
obtained from hospital medical records. The nature of the study, including its 
benefits and risks, was thoroughly explained to eligible candidates prior to 
consent taking by trained GUSTO research assistants. All participants were 
informed that they had the right to withdraw from the study at any time. 
Potential participants were also assured that the standard of care provided to 
them and their child would not be compromised in any way should they refuse 
to participate, or decide to withdraw from the study in the future.  
Initial follow-ups during pregnancy were conducted in the hospital, 
with infants being seen at birth, 24 hours after birth, and then at regular 
intervals up till the child was 2 months of age by trained student interns and 
research assistants involved in the study at the earlier time-points. Subsequent 
follow-ups when the children were 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 24, and 36 months of age 
took place either at the child’s home or at GUSTO’s Neurodevelopment 
Centre—located at Saint Andrew’s Community Hospital (SACH). At each 
follow-up, a variety of observational, experimental, and caregiver self-report 
measures were administered by research staff. To optimize the data collection 
process, some of the self-report measures were posted to parents a few weeks 
before the next follow-up so that they had more time to complete them. The 
EITQ and Q-CHAT were posted to parents approximately two weeks before 
their child reached 3 and 18 months of age respectively. Parents were 
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encouraged to complete the questionnaires and either mail them back to the 
research team using a return envelope, or hand them in personally during their 
next scheduled research visit. Parents completed the SECDI and ITSEA 
during the child’s 12-month follow-up visit at the clinic. All participants were 
financially reimbursed for their participation ($100 per clinic/home visit) and 
completion of questionnaires ($20 for completing all questionnaires for each 
time-point).  
All GUSTO data were entered into the GUSTO study database by a 
team of trained research assistants, undergraduate and post-graduate students, 
including the author, who took the lead in entering, checking and cleaning the 
18-month Q-CHAT data. The author was also directly involved in data 
collection and data entry of other GUSTO Neurodevelopment domain 
measures at the 18-, 24-, and 36-month time-points as a member of GUSTO’s 
larger research team. As GUSTO is a longitudinal study, some data used in the 
present thesis—in particular, the early predictors—were collected prior to the 
commencement of the author’s candidature. However, the author contributed 
to data entry, checking, and cleaning of these variables, in addition to direct 
data collection of the Q-CHAT and other relevant neurocognitive measures at 
the aforementioned time-points. 
 
2.4. Statistical analyses  
2.4.1. Missing data    
Similar to the methods employed by Allison and colleagues (2008), Q-
CHAT items that were unanswered or ambiguously scored were 
conservatively scored ‘0’, and questionnaires with seven or more unanswered 
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items were excluded from the analyses (n = 1). The EITQ was calculated 
using computerized scoring software. As the software considered 
questionnaires to be unrepresentative if 20% or more of the total number of 
items were missing a response (Carey, 2007), participants who did not answer 
15 or more out of the total of 76 items in the EITQ were excluded from the 
later analyses (n = 3). Missing items on the SECDI were conservatively scored 
‘0’. The original CDI manual did not contain information advising on how 
missing data should be handled. In the present study, questionnaires with more 
than one missing item, out of a total of 12, were excluded from the analyses (n 
= 23) in order to minimize inaccuracies due to missing information. 
 
2.4.2. Preliminary Analyses 
All statistical analyses were conducted using the Statistical Package for 
Social Sciences (SPSS), Version 21.0. Descriptive statistics were calculated 
and the data were inspected for normality and outliers.  One sample t-tests 
amd chi-square goodness-of-fit tests were used to assess whether there were 
any differences in scores obtained across all measures, between participants 
who completed the 18-month Q-CHAT and the full GUSTO sample. 
Normality of all continuous variables was examined using statistical tests of 
normality (Shapiro-Wilks’ test, as well as skewness and kurtosis coefficients) 
and inspection of frequency histograms. Internal consistencies of all measures 
were calculated using Cronbach’s alpha.  
Relationships between demographic variables and all key study 
variables were examined using correlational analyses (maternal education and 
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gender) and one-way ANOVAs (ethnicity) to identify whether any of the 
demographic variables should be controlled for in the main analyses.  
Pearson’s correlations were used to examine the relationships between 
all hypothesized predictor variables to investigate the possibility of 
multicollinearity between the variables examined in this study, particularly 
between the temperament dimensions and between the social development 
variables. Effect sizes were also used for interpreting the strength of findings. 
Small, moderate and large effect sizes were denoted by correlation coefficients 
of 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 respectively (Cohen, 1988). According to Field (2009; pp. 
224), correlations exceeding .80 are a cause for concern regarding 
multicollinearity.    
A significance level of 1% was selected as the cut-off for the 
correlational analyses to adjust for multiple comparisons. Correlation 
coefficients were not adjusted using the Bonferroni correction as the latter is a 
very conservative statistical test (Field, 2009). Since this study investigates 
associations between hypothesized early precursors and trait-related outcomes 
(as opposed to clinically significant symptoms), only modest to moderate 
relationship(s) are expected to be observed between the hypothesized 
predictors and later ALTs, if any at all. Using a slightly less stringent 
adjustment would therefore achieve greater balance between the risks of 
committing Type I and Type II errors.  
 
2.4.3. Main Analyses 
The first aim of the present study was to investigate whether 
pregnancy/birth-related complications, temperament at 3 months, and social 
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development at 12 months were significantly associated with and predicted 
social and non-social ALTs at 18 months. Pearson correlations were used to 
examine the associations between these early infancy variables and Q-CHAT 
social and non-social factor scores.  
To maximize utilization of all the data collected from each of the study 
subsamples, hierarchical multiple regression analyses were conducted to 
investigate the contribution of each group of predictors (PPOs, infant 
temperament, infant social development) in explaining Q-CHAT factor scores 
at 18 months. Demographic variables identified as covariates with Q-CHAT 
factor scores were entered in Step 1, while the predictor variables of interest 
were entered in Step 2.  
The second aim of this study was to identify unique individual 
predictors of social and non-social ALTs. To investigate this, one hierarchical 
regression analysis was each conducted for Q-CHAT social and non-social 
factor scores. Demographic variables identified as covariates with respective 
Q-CHAT factor scores were entered in Step 1, while all early infancy 
variables were entered simultaneously in Step 2.  
A significance level of 5% was used in the regression analyses to 
assess whether variable(s) entered simultaneously in the same step collectively 
predicted a significant amount of variance in Q-CHAT factor scores, as well 










3.1. Preliminary Analyses 
3.1.1. Scale reliabilities, descriptive statistics, and normality 
Descriptive statistics of all variables and internal consistencies of the 
measures employed in this study are presented in Table 4. Internal consistency 
for total Q-CHAT score was suboptimal (α = 0.53). However, the two Q-
CHAT factor scores showed acceptable internal consistencies (social: α = 
0.76, non-social: α = 0.69; see Table 4). Internal consistencies for the nine 
categories of the EITQ ranged from suboptimal to marginally acceptable (α = 
0.42—0.66). Good internal consistency was found for the Gestures subsection 
of the SECDI (α = 0.74). Finally, internal consistencies of the ITSEA were 
suboptimal for the Imitation/Play subscale (α = 0.54), but acceptable for the 
Empathy subscale (α = 0.78).   
Descriptive statistics were expressed as means and standard deviations 
for continuous variables, and as numbers and percentages for categorical 
variables. There were no significant differences in descriptive statistics 
obtained between participants who completed the Q-CHAT and those in the 
larger GUSTO study sample, across all variables of interest. Notably, only a 
very small percentage of mothers reported consuming alcohol (2.9%) or 
smoking (1.7%) during pregnancy in this sample (see Table 4). However, the 
possible influences of these variables on later ALTs could still be explored 




Appendix C summarizes the normality statistics of all continuous 
variables. Shapiro-Wilks’ tests of normality were significant for most study 
variables, suggesting non-normality. However, this statistic generally did not 
corroborate with other indicators of normality. All variables with significant 
Shapiro-Wilks’ test statistics did not yield standardized skewness or kurtosis 
coefficients that strongly indicated non-normality. Kim (2013) recommended 
an absolute critical z-value of 3.29 for making judgments of non-normality in 
medium-sized samples (N = 50—300), and unstandardized absolute skewness 
and kurtosis values larger than 2 and 7, respectively, for determining non-
normality in large samples (N > 300). Skewness and kurtosis values for all 
variables, including Q-CHAT scores, did not exceed these aforementioned 
cut-offs. Moreover, inspection of the frequency histograms of Q-CHAT factor 
scores revealed an approximately normal distribution, suggesting that 
deviations from normality, even if present, were small. Thus, it was concluded 
that the Q-CHAT variables were approximately normally distributed.  
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Table 4.  
 
Descriptive statistics of study variables and internal consistencies of measures employed 
  Participants who completed  
18M Q-CHAT 
All GUSTO Participants  
 
One-sample  
t-test (p) or  
chi-square (p) 
 




Mean (SD)  
or N (%) 
Range Mean (SD) 
or N (%) 
Range 
PPO complications  (N = 368)  (N = 1089)    
Maternal age (yrs) -- 30.3 (5.2) 19-44 30.4 (5.2) 18-46 -.27 (.79) -0.02 
Birth Order -- 1.95 (1.0) 1-5 1.87 (.96) 1-8 1.43 (.16) 0.08 
Gestational Age (wks) -- 38.3 (1.3) 30-41 38.3 (1.5) 25-41 1.20 (.24) 0.06 
Birth Weight (g) -- 3120 (440) 1578-4505 3080 (460) 780-5430 1.52 (.13) 0.08 
Prenatal Alcohol (yes) -- 10 (2.7%) -- 20 (1.8%) -- χ2 = 1.66 (.20)  -- 
Prenatal Smoking (yes) -- 6 (1.6%)  -- 29 (2.4%) -- χ2 = 1.46 (.23) -- 
Caesarean Delivery (yes) -- 103 (28%) -- 323 (29.7%) -- χ2 = .51 (.48) -- 
Overall Optimality -- 1.11 (.98) 0-5 1.15 (1.0) 0-5 -.84 (.40) -0.04 
Temperament (3M)  (N = 264)  (N = 645)    
Activity 0.42 3.80 (.63) 2-6 3.78 (.64) 2-6 .49 (.62) 0.03 
Rhythmicity 0.60 3.31 (.67) 1.4-4.8 3.36 (.63) 1.4-5.1 -1.24 (.22) -0.08 
Approach 0.60 2.77 (.83) 1-5.5 2.82 (.81) 1-5.5 -1.09 (.28) -0.07 
Adaptability 0.53 2.65 (.57) 1.2-4.2 2.68 (.62) 1-4.5 -.94 (.35) -0.06 





  Participants who completed  
18M Q-CHAT 
All GUSTO Participants  
 
One-sample  
t-test (p) or  
chi-square (p) 




Mean (SD)  
or N (%) 
Range Mean (SD) 
or N (%) 
Range 
  
Mood 0.58 2.89 (.64) 1-4.82 2.89 (.62) 1-4.82 .06 (.95) 0.00 
Persistence 0.66 2.43 (.71) 1-5.38 2.46 (.70) 1-5.38 -.67 (.50) -0.04 
Distractibility 0.55 2.54 (.73) 1-4.83 2.56 (.72) 1-4.83 -.41 (.68) -0.03 
Threshold 0.64 4.18 (.68) 1.50-6 4.19 (.68) 1.5-6 -.05 (.96) 0.00 
SECDI (12M)  (N = 209)  (N = 478)    
Gestures 0.74 7.71 (2.5) 0-12 7.51 (2.6) 0-12 1.16 (.25) 0.08 
ITSEA (12M)  (N = 209)  (N = 493)    
Imitation/Play 0.54 1.01 (.38) 0-2 1.03 (.38) 0-2 -.70 (.49) -0.05 
Empathy 0.78 .58 (.41) 0-2 .61 (.43) 0-2 -.49 (.62) -0.03 
Q-CHAT (18M)  (N = 368)      
Total score 0.53 35.6 (7.2) 12-59 -- -- -- -- 
Social factor 0.76 9.94 (4.2) 2-27 -- -- -- -- 
Non-social factor 0.69 13.1 (5.1) 0-31 -- -- -- -- 
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3.1.2. Relationships between demographic variables and the 
study’s main variables 
 Table 5 summarizes the relationships between demographic variables 
(child gender, maternal education, and child ethnicity) with (i) the 
hypothesized predictors and (ii) Q-CHAT factor scores. Pearson’s correlations 
were computed to examine associations with child gender and maternal 
education, whereas one-way ANOVAs were performed to identify differences 
in scores obtained on the various measures between ethnic groups. Household 
monthly income was not included in the subsequent analyses, as it was 
positively correlated with maternal education with a large effect size (ρ =.62, p 
<.001; not shown in Table). Hence, only maternal education was used as a 
proxy measure of participants’ socioeconomic standing in this study.  
 Effect sizes of all statistically significant correlations between 
demographic variables and key study variables (absolute r = .15—.20) were 
small. There was also a significant effect of child ethnicity on distractibility at 
3 months with a small effect size, F(2, 260) = 3.66, p = .027, d = 0.21. Post-
hoc Bonferroni comparisons revealed that found that Indian children (M = 
2.75, SD = .83) obtained higher distractibility subscale scores than Chinese 
children (M = 2.43, SD = .68), indicating that Indian children were 
significantly less distractible than the Chinese children. However, this effect 
was only marginally significant (p = .079). In general, most of the 
hypothesized predictor variables were not significantly correlated with gender 
or maternal education, and did not differ significantly across ethnicities.  
Q-CHAT social factor scores were significantly associated with gender 
with a small effect size (r = -.15; see Table 5). Female infants were reported 
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by their caregivers to have fewer (less severe) social-communication ALTs 
than male children. There was a significant effect of child ethnicity on Q-
CHAT social factor scores with a small effect size, F(2, 364) = 3.51, p = .03, d 
= 0.20. Post-hoc Bonferroni comparisons showed that Chinese infants (M = 
10.4, SD = 4.4) had somewhat higher social-communication related ALTs than 
Indian infants (M = 8.89, SD = 3.7), but this difference only just reached 
statistical significance (p = .049). Q-CHAT non-social factor scores were 
inversely associated with maternal education with a small effect size (r = -.16, 
see Table 5), indicating that less educated mothers tended to report somewhat 
higher levels of non-social ALTs in their children.   
Overall, these findings indicate that the key study variables were 
generally not significantly influenced by socio-demographic variables. Effect 
sizes of all significant effects/relationships associated with demographic 




















Relationships between demographic variables and key study variables 
 
a  
Gender was coded as 1 = male and 2 = female 
b  
Maternal education was coded as 1 = none/primary, 2 = secondary/ITE/NTC, 3 = 
pre-university/diploma, 4 = university  
c  
Ethnicity was coded as 1 = Chinese, 2 = Malay, 3 = Indian 
























 2.30 (.10) 
Temperament  (3 months)    
Activity  -.00 -.03 0.04 (.96) 
Rhythmicity  .09 -.20
**
 2.37 (.10) 
Approach  -.11 -.00 1.46 (.23) 
Adaptability  -.03 -.16
**
 0.22 (.80)  
Intensity  .04 .05 3.02 (.50) 
Mood  -.07 .01 0.27 (.76) 
Persistence  .02 -.09 2.19 (.11) 
Distraction  -.04 -.11 3.66 (.03) 
Threshold  -.01 .09 1.42 (.24) 




12M Gestures total score .12 -.13
*
 1.15 (.32) 




12M Imitation/Play  -.08 .15
*
 0.11 (.89) 
12M Empathy  -.00 .06 1.11 (.33) 






 .01 3.51 (.03) 
Non-social .01 -.16** 2.05 (.13) 
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3.1.3. Intercorrelations between the hypothesized infancy 
predictors 
Table 6 summarizes the bivariate correlations among all hypothesized 
predictors.  Several significant associations, with small to large effect sizes, 
(range of absolute rs = .17—.54) were observed between the nine 
temperament categories of the EITQ. The ITSEA Imitation/Play and Empathy 
subscales were positively correlated with each other with a large effect size (r 
= .55). Despite the presence of statistically significant associations between 
the constituent scales of both the EITQ and ITSEA, the magnitudes of these 
correlations (all rs <.80) were not sufficiently large to suggest that any two 
subscales within either of these measures might be measuring the same 
underlying construct (Field, 2009). Hence, the subscales of the EITQ and 
ITSEA were considered distinct, but related, constructs.  
Two significant correlations were observed between variables 
belonging to different categories of early precursors. Total suboptimality was 
positively associated with mood at 3 months with a small effect size (r = .16), 
indicating that mothers who had a greater number of birth/obstetric 
complications tended to rate their infants as having more negative mood at 3 
months. Also, infants’ mood at 3 months was negatively associated with 
gestures at 12 months with a small effect size (r = -.19), showing that infants 
who were reported to have more positive mood at 3 months used more 
gestures at 12 months. There were no other statistically significant 
relationships between suboptimality, temperament at 3 months, and gestures, 




Table 6.  
 




































 .05 .01 -.09 -.08 .03 .01 
ACT   .12* .04 .23** .27** .20** .01 .15* .08 -.04 .05 .01 
RHY    -.05 .21** .03 .11 .19** .23** -.09 -.04 .01 .12 

























































INT       .29** -.20** .25** .32** -.01 .01 -.00 







































































EMP            
  
Key: SUB-OP=Overall suboptimality; ACT=activity; RHY=rhythmicity; APP=approach; ADP=adaptability; INT=intensity; MOOD=mood;  
         PERS=persistence; DIST=distractibility; THRE=threshold; GEST=gestures; IM/P=imitation/play; EMP=empathy. 
* p < .05  (2-tailed); ** p < .01 level (2-tailed) in bold; no correlations were p < .001.  
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3.1.4. Summary of findings from the preliminary analyses 
 The preliminary analyses identified a number of findings impacting the 
main analyses to follow. Firstly, the subsamples utilized in this study were 
generally demographically representative of the full GUSTO sample. This 
suggests that the findings from the main analyses are likely to be generalizable 
to the larger GUSTO sample, as well as to the general population.  
Secondly, although the internal consistencies of several subscales of 
the EITQ and ITSEA had suboptimal  (α < 0.65), the alpha coefficients 
obtained in this study were, in fact, similar to the range of values reported in 
validation studies of these measures by the original researchers (Medoff-
Cooper et al., 1993; Carter et al., 2003). Internal consistencies of Q-CHAT 
factor scores were found to be within acceptable ranges.  
The Q-CHAT total score was not used as one of the outcome measures 
in this study for two reasons. The first was that its internal consistency was 
found to be suboptimal (α = 0.53) and lower than that obtained in Allison and 
colleagues’ (2008) original study (α = 0.67). The second was because the 
present study aimed to examine early predictors separately for social and non-
social ALTs. Hence, Q-CHAT total scores were not analyzed further. Inter-
correlations between the key study variables revealed no evidence of 
multicollinearity (i.e. r > .80). 
Finally, the analyses identified gender as a covariate of Q-CHAT 
social factor scores and maternal education as a covariate of Q-CHAT non-
social factor scores in the study sample. Hence, these demographic variables 




3.2. Main analyses  
Table 7 provides a summary of the correlations between the 
hypothesized predictors and Q-CHAT social and non-social factor scores.  
 
3.2.1. Associations between hypothesized predictors and Q-CHAT 
factor scores  
Negative mood (r = .19), lower distractibility (r = .18) and lower 
persistence (r = .24) at 3 months were associated with higher Q-CHAT social 
factor scores (i.e. more social ALTs) with small effect sizes. Higher threshold 
of responsiveness (r = -.21) at 3 months and lower gesture scores at 12 months 
(r = -.29) were associated with higher Q-CHAT social factor scores, all with 
small effect sizes. Higher activity and lower distractibility (both r = .21) were 
associated with higher Q-CHAT non-social factor scores at 12 months with 
small effect sizes (see Table 7).   
A number of the hypothesized predictors were not significantly 
associated with Q-CHAT factor scores at 18 months. Overall suboptimality 
Imitation/Play, and Empathy scores were not correlated with Q-CHAT factor 
scores. Moreover effect sizes of these non-significant associations were small 
(all absolute rs < .12; all ps > .05). However, given the considerable empirical 
evidence from high-risk sibling studies that has implicated these aspects of 
early social competence with autistic symptoms, the latter group of predictors 







Table 7.  
 





3.2.2. PPO suboptimality as a single predictor of 18-month Q-
CHAT factor scores 
 Tables 8 and 9 show the hierarchical regression analyses testing for the 
overall effect of prenatal, perinatal, and obstetric (PPO) suboptimality scores 
on 18-month Q-CHAT social and non-social factor scores respectively. 
Predictors of Q-CHAT social ALTs. Child gender was entered into the 
model at Step 1, while overall suboptimality score was entered in Step 2. The 
final model R
2
 was significant, but explained only a very small percentage 
(2.3%) of the variance in Q-CHAT social factor scores: R
2
 = .023, F(2, 365) = 
 






Pregnancy/birth-related factors    
Overall  suboptimality .04 .03 









Approach  .04 .06 
Adaptability  .09 .14
*
 















SECDI-Words and Gestures (12M)   
Gestures total score -.29
**
 .08 
ITSEA Social Competence (12M)   
Imitation/Play   -.10 .05 
Empathy  -.12 .05 
*p < .05 (2-tailed), ** p < .01 (2-tailed) in bold; no correlations were p < .001. 
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4.21, p = .016. Step 1 was significant, with gender explaining 1.9% of the 
variance, R
2
 = .019, F(1, 366) = 7.10, p = .008. In Step 2, the addition of 
overall PPO suboptimality did not significantly increase the predictive utility 
of the model, R
2 = .023, ∆R2 = .004, Fchange (1, 365) = .25, p > .05 (ns) (see 
Table 8). Thus, only gender significantly predicted Q-CHAT social factor 




Hierarchical regression analyses assessing overall suboptimality as a 
predictor of 18-month Q-CHAT social factor scores (N=368) 
 
 B SE (B) Β R2 ∆R2 
Step 1    .019* -- 
Gender -1.16 .43 -.14**   
      
Step 2    .023 .004 
Gender -1.23 .44 -.15**   
Overall suboptimality .26 .22 .06   
*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001 
 
 
Predictors of Q-CHAT non-social ALTs. Maternal education was 
entered into the model at Step 1, while overall suboptimality score was entered 
in Step 2. The final model R
2
 was non-significant, R
2
 = .034, F(2, 365) = 6.35, 
p > .05 (ns). Step 1 was significant, with maternal education explaining 3.2% 
of the variance, R
2
 = .032, F(1, 366) = 11.9, p = .001. In Step 2, the addition of 
overall PPO suboptimality did not significantly increase the predictive utility 
of the model, R
2 = .032, ∆R2 = .002, Fchange (1, 365) = .78, p > .05 (ns) (see 
Table 9). Thus, only maternal education significantly predicted Q-CHAT non-






Hierarchical regression analyses assessing overall PPO suboptimality as a 
predictor of 18-month Q-CHAT non-social factor scores (N=368) 
 
 B SE (B) β R2 ∆R2 
Step 1    .032 -- 
Maternal Education -.91 .26 -.18**   
      
Step 2    .034 .002 
Maternal Education -.94 .27 -.18***   
Overall suboptimality .24 .27 .05   
*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001 
 
 
3.2.3. Temperament at 3 months as a predictor of 18-month Q-
CHAT factor scores 
Hierarchical regression analyses evaluating the influence of the nine 
temperament dimensions on Q-CHAT social and non-social factor scores in 
264 participants from the GUSTO study, for whom data on both temperament 
and ALTs were available, are shown in Tables 10 and 11 respectively. 
Demographic variables that significantly correlated with Q-CHAT factor 
scores were entered in Step 1, while all nine temperament dimension variables 
were entered simultaneously in Step 2.  
Predictors of Q-CHAT social ALTs. Child gender was entered into the 
model in Step 1, while the nine temperament dimension variables were entered 
as a block in Step 2. The final model R
2 
was significant and explained 15.3% 
of the variance in Q-CHAT social factor scores, R
2
 = .15, F(9, 253) = 4.57, p < 
.001 (see Table 10). Step 1 was significant, R
2
 = .025, F(1, 262) = 6.66, p = 
.01, showing that gender significantly accounted for 2.5% of the variance. 
Collectively, the temperament dimension variables entered in Step 2 
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significantly increased the predictive utility of the model, explaining an 
additional 12.8% of the variance above and beyond that explained by gender 
alone, ∆R2 = .13, Fchange (9, 253) = 4.25, p < .001. In the final model, gender, 
activity, and threshold of responsiveness specifically emerged as unique 
predictors of Q-CHAT social factor scores at 18 months when all temperament 




Hierarchical regression analyses assessing 3-month temperament as a 
predictor of 18-month Q-CHAT social factor scores (N=264) 
 
 B SE (B) β R2 ∆R2 
Step 1    .025* -- 
Gender -1.35 .52 -.16*   
    .15*** .13*** 
Step 2      
Gender -1.42 .50 -.17**   
Activity -1.18 .42 -.18**   
Rhythmicity .67 .39 .11   
Approach .01 .33 .00   
Adaptability -.56 .57 -.08   
Intensity .27 .35 .05   
Mood  .82 .52 .12   
Persistence  .80 .45 .13   
Distractibility .38 .44 .07   
Threshold -.88 .43 -.14*   
*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001 
 
 
Predictors of Q-CHAT non-social ALTs. Maternal education was 
entered into the model at Step 1, while the nine temperament dimension 
variables were entered as a block in Step 2. The final model R
2 
was significant 
and explained 12.1% of the variance in Q-CHAT scores, R
2
 = .12, F(10, 253) 
= 3.47, p < .001 (see Table 11). Maternal education (Step 1) significantly 
accounted for 3.7% of the variance, R
2
 = .037, F(1, 262) = 10.0, p = .002. All 
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temperament variables were entered in Step 2 and significantly increased the 
predictive utility of the model, explaining an additional 8.4% of the variance 
above and beyond that explained by maternal education alone, ∆R2 = .084, 
Fchange (9, 253) = 2.68, p = .005. In the final model, activity and distractibility 
specifically emerged as significant unique predictors of Q-CHAT non-social 
factor scores at 18 months when all temperament predictors were considered 




Hierarchical regression analyses assessing 3-month temperament as a 
predictor of 18-month Q-CHAT non-social factor scores (N=264) 
 
 B SE (B) β R2 ∆R2 
Step 1    .037** -- 
Maternal Education -.98 .31 -.19**   
      
Step 2    .12*** .084** 
Maternal Education -.83 .31 -.16**   
Activity 1.42 .51 .18**   
Rhythmicity .27 .48 .04   
Approach .20 .40 .03   
Adaptability -.21 .70 -.02   
Intensity .36 .43 .06   
Mood  -.46 .63 -.06   
Persistence  -.60 .54 -.08   
Distractibility 1.38 .54 .20*   
Threshold -.82 .52 -.11   
*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001 
 
 
3.2.4. Social/communication development at 12 months as a 
predictor of 18-month Q-CHAT factor scores 
Hierarchical regression analyses evaluating the influence of gestures, 
imitation/play, and empathy at 12 months on Q-CHAT social and non-social 
factor scores at 18 months for a subsample of 209 participants, for whom data 
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on both these predictor and outcome variables were available, are shown in 
Tables 12 and 13 respectively. Demographic variables that significantly 
correlated with factor scores were entered in Step 1, while all social 
development variables at 12 months (gestures, imitation/play, and empathy) 
were entered simultaneously in Step 2.  
Predictors of Q-CHAT social ALTs. Child gender was entered into the 
model at Step 1, while gestures, imitation/play and empathy scores were 
entered as a block in Step 2. The final model was significant and explained 
14.2% of the variance in Q-CHAT social factor scores, R
2
 = .14, F(4, 204) = 
8.42, p < .001 (Table 12). Gender (Step 1) did not significantly account for 
variance in Q-CHAT social factor scores, R
2
 = .013, F(1, 207) = 2.68, p > .05 
(ns). The 12-month social development variables entered in Step 2 
significantly increased the predictive utility of the model, explaining an 
additional 12.9% of the variance, ∆R2 = .13, Fchange (3, 204) = 10.2, p < .001. 
Only gestures at 12 months emerged as a unique predictor of Q-CHAT social 
scores when all social development variables were considered together (see 




















Hierarchical regression analyses assessing 12-month social development as a 
predictor of 18-month Q-CHAT social factor scores (N=209) 
 
 B SE (B) β R2 ∆R2 
Step 1    .013 -- 
Gender -.98 .60 -.11   
      
Step 2    .14*** .13*** 
Gender -.68 .57 -.08   
Gestures -.57 .12 -.32***   
Imitation/Play -.35 .90 -.03   
Empathy -1.60 .82 -.15   
*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001 
 
 
Predictors of Q-CHAT non-social ALTs. Maternal education was 
entered into the model at Step 1, while gestures, imitation/play and empathy 
scores were entered simultaneously in Step 2. The final model was significant 
and explained 4.8% of the variance in Q-CHAT non-social factor scores, R
2
 = 
.048, F(4, 204) = 2.55, p = .041 (Table 13). Maternal education (Step 1) 
significantly accounted for 4.0% of the variance in Q-CHAT non-social factor 
scores, R
2
 = .04, F(1, 207) = 8.72,  p = .004. However, Step 2 showed that 
gesture, imitation/play and empathy did not account for additional variance 
beyond that which was already explained by maternal education, ∆R2 = .007, 
Fchange (3, 204) = .51, p = .68 (ns; see Table 13). Thus, the 12-month social 












Hierarchical regression analyses assessing 12-month social development as a 
predictor of 18-month Q-CHAT non-social factor scores (N=209) 
 
 B SE (B) β R2 ∆R2 
Step 1    .040** -- 
Maternal Education -1.08 .37 -.20**   
      
Step 2    .048 .007 
Maternal Education -1.12 .38 -.21**   
Gestures .03 .14 .01   
Imitation/Play .57 1.12 .04   
Empathy .67 1.01 .05   
*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001 
 
 
3.2.5. Predicting 18-month Q-CHAT factor scores from all 
predictors in the first year of life 
The multiple hierarchical regression analyses evaluating the influence 
of PPOs, temperament at 3 months, gestures, imitation/play, and empathy at 
12 months on Q-CHAT social and non-social factor scores for the 155 
children who had all measures complete at all time-points examined in the 
present study are presented in Tables 14 and 15 respectively. Demographic 
variables that significantly correlated with Q-CHAT factor scores were 
entered in Step 1, while all hypothesized predictors were entered as a block in 
Step 2.  
Predictors of Q-CHAT social ALTs. Gender was entered into the 
model at Step 1, while overall suboptimality, 3-month temperament variables, 
and 12-month social development variables were entered simultaneously in 
Step 2. The final model was significant and explained 28.6% of the variance in 
social factor scores, R
2
 = .29, F(14, 140) = 4.02, p < .001 (see Table 14). 
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Gender (Step 1) did not significantly account for the variance in Q-CHAT 
social factor scores, R
2
 = .02, F(1, 153) = 2.38, p > .05 (ns). Collectively, this 
study’s hypothesized early predictors (Step 2) significantly accounted for 
27.1% of the variance above and beyond that explained by gender, ∆R2 = .27, 
Fchange (13, 140) = 4.10, p < .001. Activity at 3 months and gestures at 12 
months specifically emerged as unique significant predictors of Q-CHAT 
social factor scores at 18 months, when all early infancy predictors in the first 




Multiple regression analyses assessing overall obstetric suboptimality, 
temperament at 3 months, and social development at 12 months as predictors 
of 18-month  Q-CHAT social scores (N = 155) 
 
 B SE (B) β R2 ∆R2 
Step 1    .015 -- 
Gender -1.08 .70 -.12   
      
Step 2    .29*** .27*** 
Gender -.77 .65 -.09   
Overall suboptimality  .16 .36 .03   
Activity -1.22 .54 -.17*   
Rhythmicity .64 .51 .10   
Approach .06 .41 .01   
Adaptability .49 .73 .07   
Intensity .70 .44 .14   
Mood  .18 .69 .03   
Persistence  .67 .54 .11   
Distractibility .45 .56 .08   
Threshold -.12 .58 -.02   
Gestures -.69 .14 -.38***   
Imitation/Play -1.00 1.01 -.09   
Empathy -.84 .99 -.08   





Predictors of Q-CHAT non-social ALTs. Maternal education was 
entered into the model at Step 1, while overall suboptimality, 3-month 
temperament dimensions, and 12-month social development variables were 
entered simultaneously in Step 2. The final model R
2 
was significant and 
explained 18.1% of the variance in Q-CHAT non-social factor scores, R
2
 = 
.18, F(14, 140) = 2.20, p = .01 (see Table 15). Maternal education (Step 1) 
significantly accounted for 4.2% of the variance, R
2
 = .042, F(1, 153) = 6.67, p 
= .011. Collectively, this study’s hypothesized early predictors (Step 2) 
significantly accounted for 13.9% of the variance above and beyond that 
explained by maternal education, ∆R2 = .14, Fchange (13, 140) = 1.82, p = .045. 
Maternal education, and adaptability and distractibility at 3 months 
specifically emerged as unique significant predictors of Q-CHAT non-social 
factor scores at 18 months, when all early infancy predictors in the first year of 


























Multiple regression analyses assessing overall obstetric suboptimality, 
temperament at 3 months, and social development at 12 months as predictors 
of 18-month Q-CHAT non-social factor scores (N = 155) 
 
 B SE (B) β R2 ∆R2 
Step 1    .042* -- 
Maternal Education -1.13 .44 -.20*   
      
Step 2    .18* .14* 
Maternal Education -1.17 .46 -.21*   
Overall suboptimality  .06 .46 .01   
Activity .88 .69 .10   
Rhythmicity .54 .65 .07   
Approach .21 .51 .04   
Adaptability -1.93 .92 -.22*   
Intensity .31 .56 .05   
Mood  .73 .88 .09   
Persistence  -.49 .70 -.07   
Distractibility 1.35 .72 .20   
Threshold -1.68 .74 -.20*   
Gestures .23 .18 .11   
Imitation/Play .97 1.38 .07   
Empathy .74 1.24 .06   


















The present study examined the relationships between a number of 
early infancy variables thought to be possible precursors of ASD/ALTs, and 
the later emergence of social and non-social ALTs in an unselected sample of 
368 toddlers. Specifically, it investigated whether these hypothesized 
precursors, spanning from gestation to 12 months of age, were associated with 
and predicted social and non-social ALTs at 18 months of age. The main 
objectives for this thesis were: (i) to explore whether the associations between 
these early precursors and later autistic traits/symptoms—which have mostly 
been reported in clinical and high-risk sibling studies—extend also to the 
broader continuum of ALTs found in the general population, (ii) to test 
whether social and non-social ALTs at 18 months were associated with and 
predicted by different early infancy variables, and (iii) to provide a 
preliminary evaluation of the degree to which the associations between early 
precursors and later ALTs, which have been based on Western samples, may 
be generalized to an unselected Asian community sample. It was hypothesized 
that the variables of interest in each category of early precursors (PPO risk 
factors, 3-month infant temperament, and 12-month infant social 
development) would be significantly associated with and predictive of ALTs 
at 18 months. Additionally, it was hypothesized that the 12-month social 
precursors would be related to and predictive of only social ALTs. There is 
currently no evidence to make an informed prediction regarding whether PPOs 
or temperament may exhibit differential associations with social versus non-
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social ALTs. Hence, the separate analyses for these variables on social and 
non-social ALTs were exploratory. 
 
4.1. Summary of key findings 
The present study, embedded within the larger GUSTO study, 
examined (i) PPO complications, (ii) infant temperament at 3 months, and (iii) 
gesture use, imitation/play skills, and empathy at 12-months  as infancy 
predictors of later autistic traits at 18 months in an unselected sample of 368 
Singaporean toddlers who were followed up longitudinally. The main findings 
of this study were that early infancy precursors within the first 12 months of 
life were predictive of ALTs at 18 months and that social and non-social ALTs 
were associated with and predicted by different precursors. 
Specifically, no significant associations were observed between overall 
obstetric suboptimality scores and social as well as non-social ALTs across all 
analyses. When 3-month temperament was examined as a predictor alone, 
lower activity and higher threshold of responsiveness predicted more social 
ALTs at 18 months, whereas higher activity and distractibility predicted more 
non-social ALTs. When 12-month infant social precursors were considered 
alone, only gesture use uniquely predicted social ALTs—specifically, less 
gesture use predicted more social ALTs. No significant relationships were 
observed between infant social precursors at 12 months and non-social ALTs 
at 18 months.  
When all infancy predictors were considered together, activity at 3 
months and gesture use at 12 months emerged as unique predictors of social 
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ALTs at 18 months. Adaptability and threshold of responsiveness at 3 months 
emerged as unique predictors of non-social ALTs at 18 months.  
 
4.2. PPO complications were not significant predictors of later ALTs  
Contrary to Hypothesis 1, overall obstetric suboptimality was neither 
significantly associated with nor predictive of social and non-social ALTs at 
18 months in this unselected sample. To date, only one UK-based study has 
examined the association between PPOs and ALTs in a population-based 
sample of unselected twin pairs aged 7- to 8-years (Ronald et al., 2010). 
Ronald and colleagues reported a modest but significant relationship between 
PPOs and later ALTs at that age. This study did not find a significant 
relationship between PPOs and later ALTs, as was reported in Ronald and 
colleagues’ (2010) study. Given that the relationships between PPOs and 
autistic trait variability are expected to be modest, it is possible that the 
smaller sample size employed in this study relative to Ronald et al. (N = 
13690) may have hindered the detection of true associations owing to limited 
statistical power. Another possible reason might be that the present study only 
studied seven PPO variables. In comparison, Ronald and colleagues (2010) 
sampled a much wider range of approximately 30 such variables. The small 
number of PPO variables investigated in this study may therefore have limited 
the variability in scores obtained on the measure of overall suboptimality.  
In a discussion of their findings, Ronald and colleagues (2010) 
suggested that perhaps the associations between PPOs and ALTs may have 
been more salient if the latter were assessed at an earlier time-point. The 
present study explored this possibility by measuring ALTs at 18 months, much 
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earlier than Ronald and colleagues (7-8 years), while using a similar method 
for assessing PPO suboptimality. Contrary to Ronald and colleagues 
suggestions, the results of this study suggest that the strength of the 
associations between PPOs and later ALTs may not be contingent on the age 
at which ALTs are measured/studied.      
The lack of significant findings could also be due to the fact that the 
cut-offs used to determine the presence of risk are based on Western studies, 
and possibly not appropriate in our culture. For example, although LBW has 
generally been defined as < 2500g, a US-based study has found that typical 
Asian neonates are smaller than their Western counterparts (Madan, Holland, 
Humbert, & Benitz, 2001), highlighting the need to take ethnic differences 
into consideration when determining the risk thresholds of PPOs. 
A further possibility for the present findings, considered in the light of 
existing literature, is that PPOs may play a significant role in predicting ALTs 
only at the quantitative extreme end of the autistic severity spectrum, but not 
at the non-extreme ranges of the continuum. It has been suggested that at least 
part of the etiological contribution of PPOs on ALTs occurs through 
interaction with genetic factors (Lundstrom et al 2012; Ronald & Hoekstra, 
2010). Moreover, it is clear from studies in clinical samples that PPOs are 
associated with higher risk of later ASD (for reviews, see: Bilder et al., 2009; 
Gardener et al., 2009; Gardener et al., 2011; Kolevzon et al., 2007; Sandin et 
al., 2013). Thus, it is possible that the etiological contributions of PPOs to 
autistic trait variability may be more salient at high levels of ALTs, which in 
turn, is more likely to arise in the context of greater genetic vulnerability. As 
the sample size of the present study was not sufficiently large, it was not 
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possible to conduct a separate investigation of the association between PPOs 
and ALTs in the extreme range.  
 
4.3. Different infancy temperament dimensions as early as 3 months were 
associated with and predicted later social vs. non-social ALTs.  
Findings related to infant temperament generally supported both study 
hypotheses. Collectively, temperament-related variables at three months of age 
significantly predicted both social and non-social ALTs at 18 months, 
regardless of whether temperament was considered alone or together with the 
other study variables. In addition, different temperament dimensions emerged 
as unique predictors of social and non-social ALTs at 18 months in all relevant 
analyses.  Furthermore, different dimensions of temperament were found to 
significantly predict social and non-social ALTs at 18 months.   
Lower activity at 3 months was found to be associated with more 
social ALTs at 18 months. This finding is closely similar to, and extends, that 
of Bolton and colleagues (2012), who also reported that lower activity at 6 
months was associated with higher ALTs at 30 months in their sample of 
approximately 14000 children from England, who were followed up 
longitudinally from gestation. This finding is also congruous with work by del 
Rosario and colleagues (2014), who reported that high-risk infant siblings 
subsequently diagnosed with ASD were less active at 6 and 12 months of age 
compared to high-risk children who did not develop ASD. Thus, the results of 
this study extend existing findings by showing that temperament even earlier 
in life (3 months) may be predictive of later ALTs than previously established. 
The presence of this association may be related to the items in the Activity 
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dimension of the EITQ. Although this dimension purports to assess an infant’s 
general level of motor activity, some of its items assess an infant’s level of 
physical activity in situations that involve some form of social or sensory/ 
physical interaction with another social agent (e.g. dressing or bathing). It is 
therefore possible that low levels of activity may reflect reduced interest in 
social interaction.  
Conversely, higher activity at 3 months predicted more non-social 
ALTs in the second year of life. Although this association was not reported in 
studies using population (Bolton et al., 2012) or high-risk infant samples (del 
Rosario et al., 2014), it was congruent with the results reported by Brock and 
colleagues (2012), who found that 3 to 7-year-old children with ASD had 
significantly higher activity levels than typically developing children. This 
finding might also be plausibly explained by considering previous literature 
together with the nature of the items in the Activity subscale. Brock and 
colleagues (2012) have proposed that high activity may be an indicator of 
sensory hyperresponsiveness, and some items in the Activity subscale involve 
situations with sensory stimulation. It could be that infants’ heightened level 
of activity during these situations (such as hair brushing, nail-cutting, and 
bathing) are indicative of their discomfort with the non-social/environmental 
stimuli involved in these activities (Baranek et al., 2007).  
Higher threshold of responsiveness at 3 months (i.e. lower sensitivity) 
also predicted more social ALTs in the second year of life. This resonates with 
the earlier finding that threshold at 6 months predicted ALTs at 30 months in 
an unselected sample (Bolton et al., 2012). Similar relationships were also 
observed in high-risk infants later diagnosed with ASD (del Rosario et al., 
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2014), and in case-control comparisons of 3 to 8-year-old children with ASD 
versus healthy controls (Brock et al., 2012; Hepburn & Stone, 2006). 
However, it runs contrary to observations by parents and teachers that children 
with ASD tend to react very strongly to minor environmental changes (Rogers, 
Hepburn, & Wehner, 2003). Hepburn and Stone (2006) suggested that this 
discrepancy could be because the items in the Threshold subscale assess 
responsiveness to both social (e.g. “The infant notices (reacts differently) to a 
change in person giving care”) and non-social (e.g. “The infant notices 
(startles) sudden movements or bumps when in stroller or carriage.”) 
environmental stimuli (Hepburn & Stone, 2006). Inspection of the 10 items in 
the Threshold subscale reveal that approximately half of the items involve a 
social stimulus or social agent. Since children with ASD have been reported to 
exhibit deficits in responses to social stimuli (Dawson et al., 2004), it is 
plausible that children with more social ALTs in toddlerhood are relatively 
less responsive to social stimuli earlier in life. One way in which future 
investigations seeking to elucidate the association between response threshold 
and social/non-social ALTs may be refined would be to create separate 
threshold subscales based on the nature of the stimuli (social vs. non-social) in 
the item, and to use only the relevant subscale for each autistic trait cluster.   
Reduced distractibility at 3 months was predictive of more non-social 
ALTs in the second year of life. This finding was not obtained in earlier 
studies in population-based samples (Bolton et al., 2012) or high-risk samples 
(del Rosario et al., 2014), which found higher distractibility at 6 months to be 
linked with more ALTs/higher risk of later ASD respectively. However, 
Bolton and colleagues (2012) found that children in their study who were later 
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diagnosed with ASD exhibited significantly reduced distractibility at 24 
months relative to TD children. Furthermore, reduced distractibility was also 
reported by Brock and colleagues (2012) in older children (3- to 7-years-old) 
with ASD, relative to TD children. Brock and colleagues proposed that low 
distractibility in children with ASD may be associated with a lack of 
responsiveness to changes in one’s ongoing sensory experiences. That infants 
who were less distractible at 3 months tended to present with more non-social 
ALTs at 18 months is congruent with previous research—low distractibility 
has been described as reflecting a lack of responsivity to changes in one’s 
ongoing sensory experiences, a trait commonly implicated in ASD (Hepburn 
& Stone, 2006).  
An unexpected finding was that higher adaptability at 3 months was 
linked with more non-social ALTs in the second year of life. This contradicts 
previous findings that have investigated the relationship between adaptability 
and later ALTs/ASD risk, all of which have found lower adaptability to be 
predictive of more ALTs (Bolton et al., 2012), or to characterize the 
temperament of high-risk infants and children diagnosed with ASD (Brock et 
al., 2012; del Rosario, 2014; Hepburn & Stone, 2006). The items on the 
Adaptability subscale of the EITQ assess the ease with which the infant copes 
with changes in daily activities. Given that having strong preferences for 
sameness and routine are characteristic traits of individuals diagnosed with 
ASD (Hepburn & Stone, 2006), it was expected that lower, rather than higher, 
levels of adaptability, would predict later non-social ALTs at 18 months. It is 
possible that the present study’s findings may be due to misinterpretation of 
the test items, as a result of the close overlaps in item content with other 
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subscales. For example, specific items on the Adaptability subscale (“The 
infant resists (squirms, pulls away) during hair brushing”) are closely similar 
to items in the Activity subscale (“The infant lies still (little squirming) during 
hair brushing”). A further example can be found between an item on the 
Adaptability subscale (”The infant resists changes in feeding schedule (1 hour 
or more) even after two tries”) and the Approach subscale (”The infant 
accepts right away a change in time of feeding”). These overlaps in content 
between items from different subscales in the EITQ may therefore have 
contributed to less accurate estimates of the adaptability dimension. 
Finally, the present study did not find lower persistence at 3 months to 
be predictive of higher social or non-social ALTs at 18 months. Conversely, 
earlier studies on population and clinical samples of infants/children, ranging 
from 30 months to 8 years of age, have found lower persistence to be 
associated with more ALTs/higher risk of ASD (Bolton et al., 2012; Brock et 
al., 2012; Hepburn & Stone, 2006). Since this study measured ALTs at 18 
months—much earlier compared to other studies—one possible reason could 
be that the potential influence of the persistence dimension of temperament on 
ALTs may become more salient slightly later in life. A further possibility 
could be that the lack of a persistence—ALT association might have been due 
to differences in the methods employed in this study relative to other studies. 
Specifically, the effect of persistence may have been attenuated as this study 
investigated temperament in relation to specific ALT domains rather than 
overall levels of ALTs.  However, further study is necessary before any 




4.4. Early social development at 12 months a predictor of later ALTs: 
only gestures predicted later social ALTs 
 4.4.1. Gestures significantly predicted social ALTs only 
 An important pair of findings in this study, consistent with the study 
hypotheses, was the presence of a significant inverse association between 
gesture use at 12 months and social ALTs at 18 months and the absence of an 
association between gesture use at 12 months and non-social ALTs at 18 
months. This finding is aligned with that of Bolton and colleagues’ (2012), 
who reported that gesture use at 15 months was predictive of ALTs at 30 
months. The results of this study extend this finding, supporting the predictive 
utility of gesture use at an earlier time-point. In addition, this finding is 
congruous with those of studies on children at risk of ASD, which have found 
poor gesture development to be more common in high-risk infant siblings 
(Ibañez et al., 2013) and identified it as an early precursor for children who 
subsequently develop ASD (Mitchell et al., 2006). Importantly, the lack of a 
significant relationship between gesture use and later non-social ALTs 
highlights that the association between deficits in gesture use and ALT may 
only be specifically related to social autistic traits/symptoms, rather than 
across the entire range of ALT behaviours and symptoms. This suggests that 
different early neurodevelopmental processes may be involved in the later 
emergence of social and non-social ALTs in unselected samples, thereby 






 4.4.2. Imitation, play, and empathy at 12 months were not related  
to and did not predict later ALTs 
Contrary to the study hypotheses, imitation/play abilities at 12 months 
were not significantly correlated with or predictive of social ALTs at 18 
months, regardless of whether the three social precursors at 12 months was 
considered alone, or together with PPOs and temperament at 3 months. These 
findings are not aligned with earlier prospective studies of community samples 
(Bolton et al., 2012) and high-risk infant samples (Zwaigenbaum et al., 2005), 
which reported impairments in imitation skills and play-related behaviours 
within the first year of life. This difference could have arisen because of 
measurement limitations in assessing imitation and play in this study. 
Measurement of imitation and play was based on a caregiver-report measure, 
which is reliant on the judgment of the caregiver. In comparison, earlier 
studies used more comprehensive, standardized observational methods to 
directly and objectively assess imitation and play-related abilities in children, 
(Bolton et al., 2012; Zwaigenbaum et al., 2005). To the best of the author’s 
knowledge, there is no published data regarding use of the ITSEA in Asian 
populations, despite it being a relatively well-established measure of early 
infant development in the West. Hence it is difficult to ascertain whether there 
may be cross-cultural differences in the interpretation of test items, which may 
have influenced the accuracy of findings.  
A similar null association was observed for empathy at 12 months in 
relation to later social ALTs. In comparison with imitation and play skills, 
much fewer studies have examined empathy in infancy and its association 
with dimensionally measured ALTs. Considered together with past research 
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demonstrating an association between empathy and (i) ASD in infancy (i.e. 
Charman et al., 1997) and (ii) autistic traits in adults (Wakabayashi et al., 
2007; Wheelwright et al., 2006), the study findings suggest that empathy may 
not function as a precursor of later ALTs during early infancy in unselected 
samples. Infants are typically still learning to discriminate between different 
facial emotions (Haviland & Lelwica, 1987; Walker-Andrews, 1998) and how 
to make use of emotion-related information from others to guide reciprocal 
affective responses (Camras & Shutter, 2010) during the first year of life. 
Since mastery of emotion recognition is necessary for the subsequent 
development of empathy-related competencies (Lombardo, Barnes, 
Wheelwright, & Baron-Cohen, 2007), it may be that empathy functions as a 
precursor of ALTs slightly later in life. Another possibility behind the null 
findings could be related to the method employed to assess empathy in the 
present study. As empathy was measured using the same scale used to assess 
imitation/play skills (i.e. the ITSEA), the methodological and cultural issues 
discussed in relation to the measurement of imitation/play in this study may 
apply here as well.  
 
4.5. Study Limitations and Strengths 
4.5.1. Limitations 
The study findings should be interpreted in the context of a number of 
methodological limitations. Firstly, internal consistencies for the majority of 
the subscales of the EITQ and ITSEA were found to be suboptimal (α < 0.70). 
These, however, were similar to the range of coefficients obtained in the 
original studies which evaluated the psychometric properties of these 
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measures (EITQ: Medoff-Cooper et al., 1993; ITSEA: Carter et al., 2003). It 
has been proposed that the apparent inconsistencies in accurately measuring 
early infant behaviours are likely due to rapid maturation during infancy, 
increasing exposure to the environment, and the limited range of behaviours 
displayed (Medoff-Cooper et al., 1993). Nevertheless, in light of growing 
evidence that early precursors of ALTs are observable within the first year of 
life, attempting to quantify early infant behaviours remains a worthwhile 
endeavour in spite of the inherent limitations.  
The present study relied heavily on caregiver-report instruments for 
measuring early precursors and ALTs. The accuracy of such measures is 
heavily dependent on the perceptual and observational abilities of the 
caregivers, as well as the psychometric properties of the measures chosen. In 
this study, the measures employed were theoretically derived and had 
reasonably good psychometric properties, with the exception of low internal 
consistencies on some subscales. Less educated caregivers tended to report 
somewhat more non-social ALTs. This suggests that socio-demographic 
characteristics may, to some extent, influence caregiver reporting of ALTs. 
Other caregiver variables that could influence parental report (i.e. maternal 
depression, family functioning) were not considered together in this study as 
potential covariates. Future studies should consider incorporating more 
objective (observational, clinician-administered) assessment methods so as to 
better ensure the accuracy and ecological validity of information obtained.   
In addition, respondent data was not collected for the 18-month 
QCHAT data. Thus, the percentage of mothers who responded at this time-
point had to be estimated based on respondent data collected for measures at 
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other time-points. Nevertheless, it is known that the vast majority (>80%) of 
respondents were mothers across other caregiver measures at all time-points in 
the GUSTO study. 
As mentioned in the study methods, a suboptimality score was used as 
a composite estimate of the overall risk of PPO factors in order to include 
variables with very low frequencies of occurrence. In addition to maximizing 
use of the data collected, this method is also advantageous as it accounts for 
possible additive effects when multiple PPO factors are present (Dodds et al., 
2011). However, this method is limited in that each factor is weighted equally. 
Therefore, it does not account for fact that each PPO has its own unique 
contribution to autistic trait variability, and that some PPOs may be more 
strongly associated with ALTs than others.     
Finally, each infant predictor of interest was examined cross-
sectionally; data for each variable was collected at only one time-point. 
Examining trajectories of these variables by following the development of 
infant precursors at multiple time-points in the first and early second year of 
life may be more informative and reliable in identifying patterns of change 
over time that may be predictive of later ALTs in toddlerhood, in unselected 
and high-risk/clinical samples. 
 
4.5.2. Strengths  
This study also possessed a number of methodological strengths. 
Firstly, the study subsamples were approximately demographically 
representative of the full GUSTO sample which, in turn, is closely 
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representative of the general Singapore population (Soh et al., 2013). Hence, 
the study findings are likely to be generalizable to the population.  
Secondly, unlike the majority of earlier investigations which used 
clinical or high-risk infant samples, data was prospectively collected and 
studied in an unselected community sample. The hypothesized relationships 
between infant precursors and ALTs were examined using all available 
participants and the entire range of scores obtained. Thus, sample selection 
was free from ascertainment bias and the data collected was free from 
memory-related distortions or hindsight bias.  
Thirdly, the predictive utility of a fairly large number of early 
predictors was explored using a quantitative instrument designed to measure 
ALTs dimensionally, with some evidence of reliability and validity, rather 
than composite items from broad behavioural measures (e.g. Bolton et al., 
2012) or categorical diagnostic measures (e.g. Zwaigenbaum et al., 2005) used 
in earlier studies. This allowed more reliable conclusions pertaining to the 
associations between early precursors and ALTs to be drawn.    
Fourthly, the study explored the predictive value of a number of 
predictors in relation to ALTs at a much earlier time-point compared to 
previous studies using high-risk or clinical samples. In particular, no study has 
examined infant temperament as early as 3 months in relation to later ALTs. 
Hence, the results yielded provide preliminary evidence suggesting that infant 
temperament at 3 months may be predictive of ALTs within the second year of 
life. 
 Finally, this thesis examined ALTs in a non-Western population. This 
is important because, despite the increase in international research efforts on 
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ASD, few studies have sought to examine the role of culture on the perception 
and detection of autistic behaviours and symptoms (Kang-yi, Grinker, & 
Mandell, 2013). Behaviours or developmental precursors considered to be 
indicators of later ASD by Western researchers can be perceived and reported 
differently in Asian cultures (Soto et al., 2014).  For example, the American 
Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) identifies a range of possible indicators of later 
autistic symptoms in toddlers, one such indicator being lack of eye contact 
(Johnson & Myers, 2007). However, parents from China or Japan are less 
likely to perceive this as a possible indicator of ASD, since the absence of 
direct eye contact is considered to be a desirable display of humility or respect 
in East Asia (Le Roux, 2002). Clinicians in India are less likely to refer male 
toddlers with delayed communication abilities for diagnostic evaluation, 
owing to a cultural belief that male toddlers acquire speech later than their 
female counterparts (Daley & Sigman, 2002). In Korean culture, the presence 
of autistic-like behaviours, even if detected, could be attributed to other causes 
such as poor prenatal care or parenting, rather than the possible presence of 
ASD (Cho, Singer, & Brenner, 2000).  In addition, ALTs were assessed in this 
study using a measure developed for use in a Western population. Given that 
existing measures of ALTs have mostly been developed in Western contexts, 
it is important to study the use of these instruments in non-Western 
populations to facilitate cross-cultural comparisons, so as to identify possible 
inter-cultural differences in the ways in which test items may be interpreted 
and scored by parents in other cultures. In this study, the mean distribution of 
ALT scores was found to be higher than those reported by caregivers in 
Western-based samples of children aged 18 to 24 months (e.g. Allison et al., 
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2008; Auyeung et al., 2010), indicating that caregiver interpretation of ALTs 
may indeed be influenced by cultural factors to some degree. However, 
internal consistency was good for the factor scores and the ALT score 
distribution was approximately normal, as in most other studies of autistic 
traits in Western samples. Nevertheless, this reinforces the importance of the 
cultural adaptation of Western-developed tools for use in other populations.    
 
4.6. Implications of the study’s findings and contributions to the existing 
literature 
The present thesis is, to the author’s knowledge, the first to examine 
the predictive value of a number of early infancy precursors on autistic trait 
variability at 18 months, using a validated measure of ALTs designed for use 
in unselected populations. Importantly, this study is also the first to investigate 
the predictive utility of early precursors separately for social and non-social 
ALTs, rather than for overall/total ALTs.  
The results of this study extend previous research findings from twin 
cohorts in population-based samples (i.e. Robinson et al., 2012; Ronald et al., 
2005, 2006a), which provided preliminary evidence that the different core 
autistic symptoms are ‘fractionable’ in terms of their specific etiological 
causes. In this study, there was little overlap between individual infant 
precursors that were associated with and predictive of social ALTs, relative to 
that for non-social ALTs. This resonates with earlier findings that different 
sets of genetic and environmental likely underpin different clusters of autistic 
traits Robinson et al., 2012; Ronald et al., 2005, 2006a). Therefore, the results 
of this study largely support the fractionality of ALTs.   
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The study findings are aligned with earlier factor analytic studies, 
suggesting that the overall autism construct is not comprised of a single 
underlying factor, but rather, composed of distinct clusters of autistic-like 
behaviours (Shuster et al., 2014). In this study, social and non-social ALTs 
were significantly correlated with overall ALTs with approximately large 
effect sizes (r = .48, r = .70 respectively; both ps < .001). However, they were 
only modestly correlated with each other, and there was little overlap in the 
precursors associated with each group of ALTs. Importantly, this provides 
further evidence that the dyadic symptom model for ASD proposed in the 
DSM-5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013; social communication and 
RRBIs) may also be applicable for organizing ALTs in the general population, 
across the continuum of autism symptoms.   
Importantly, this study provides some preliminary evidence that some 
of the early factors reported in earlier clinical studies to be predictive of later 
ASD diagnosis, and which contribute to explaining autistic symptoms at the 
extreme end of the continuum, are also relevant and predict ALTs across the 
whole range of scores/symptoms in unselected participants from the general 
population. Specifically temperament and gestures, reported in earlier 
literature as predicting ASD risk (see Introduction, sections 1.5 and 1.6), were 
also found to be significant predictors of ALTs in our unselected sample. 
However, PPOs was not found to be a significant predictor of social or non-
social ALTs, despite demonstrating an association with higher risk of ASD in 
earlier studies (see Introduction, section 1.4). Although this could be due to 
limitations in the way PPO suboptimality scores were measured in this study, 
this finding points towards PPOs’ potentially unique role in possibly 
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explaining autistic trait variability only at the extreme ends of the ALT 
continuum. This hypothesis, however, needs to be replicated in studies using 
much larger unselected samples, with a sufficiently large number of 
individuals falling within the quantitative extreme range (defined as top 5% in 
most studies; see Robinson et al., 2011). This is important since it has been 
suggested that the influence of PPOs may be more salient in individuals with 
higher genetic susceptibility, owing to the role of gene-environment 
interactions in contributing to autistic traits/symptoms (Lundstrom et al 2012; 
Ronald & Hoekstra, 2010; Sandin et al., 2013).  
Finally, this study provides some cross-cultural support for the 
potential importance of a number of early infancy variables as predictors of 
ALTs. To the best of the author’s knowledge, no non-Western study has 
explored whether this extends to dimensionally measured ALTs in children 
younger than 2 years of age. Despite possible cultural differences in the 
interpretation and scoring of Q-CHAT items, it was found that temperament at 
3 months and gestures at 12 months significantly predicted later ALTs at 18 
months. This provides some evidence of the cross-cultural stability of the 
relationships between early infancy precursors and later ALTs. Proper cultural 
adaptation of the test items of Western-based dimensional measures of ALT 
and replication on other Asian samples by future studies may be useful for 
confirming the present findings. 
 The study findings may also have implications for future research 
aiming to elucidate the role of early developmental factors on early 
neurodevelopment in ASD. The fact that social and non-social ALTs appear to 
contribute independently to overall autistic trait variability and are associated 
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with different infant precursors suggests that they are likely the result of 
complex, but possibly different, neurodevelopmental processes. This, in turn, 
indicates that the two clusters of traits are likely underpinned by different sets 
of etiological factors. By studying infant precursors of social and non-social 
ALTs in toddlerhood, this study extended previous work on the fractionable 
nature of ALTs conducted in twin samples in middle to late childhood (7-12 
years; Ronald et al., 2005, 2006a, 2006b, Robinson et al., 2012). Hence, these 
findings echo Ronald and Hoekstra’s (2014) recommendations that future 
research examining the causes of ASD need necessarily study hypothesized 
causal factors in relation to individual autistic trait dimensions. 
 
4.7. Recommendations for Future Research 
The present study has highlighted four areas which merit consideration 
by future empirical efforts. Firstly, the results obtained in this unselected 
community sample are similar to the findings of earlier population-based twin 
studies in that they both support the hypothesis that the etiological influences 
of ASD/ALTs are likely ‘fractionable’ (Happé & Ronald, 2008). Thus, future 
research seeking to elucidate the causes or early developmental pathways 
leading to ASD/ALTs should therefore examine these variables separately in 
relation to the two different clusters of autistic symptoms/traits, rather than in 
relation to overall autistic trait severity as has been done by earlier studies 
using clinical or high-risk samples.   
Secondly, future research should employ prospective, longitudinal 
designs for examining the predictive utility of early infancy precursors on 
different clusters of ALTs. In particular, no study has examined temperament 
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as early as 3 months of age, in relation to later ALTs. However, infant 
behaviours and competencies are likely to change as a result of rapid 
maturation and progressively greater exposure to the environment across 
infancy and toddlerhood (Medoff-Cooper et al., 1993). In order to confirm the 
stability of the associations found in the present study, examining 
developmental trajectories of early precursors on later social and non-social 
ALTs may provide a more reliable means for gaining insight into the 
neurodevelopmental pathways implicated in social versus non-social ALTs, as 
well as for identifying infants who are at high risk. 
Thirdly, as research on the genetic underpinnings of ASDs/ALTs 
uncovers more reliable and specific genetic risk factors, incorporating these 
factors in future study of early markers of ALTs may be informative for 
advancing inquiry into the neurobiological impact of these causative 
influences. This is important since genetic factors have been reported to 
account for close to 50% of the variability in ALTs in children as young as 
two years of age from the general population (Edelson & Saudino, 2009). 
Furthermore, it has been suggested that there may be a positive relationship 
between genetic vulnerability and birth/obstetric suboptimality (Sandin et al., 
2013). Thus, studying specific genetic risk factors together with PPO risk 
factors may help to explicate the nature of gene-PPO interactions and later 
ALTs (Glasson et al., 2004), as well as to delineate the independent 
contributions of PPO factors in relation to the risk of ASD, or variability in 
ALTs (Sandin et al., 2013).  
Finally, as highlighted earlier, few studies have examined the role of 
early precursors on later ALTs in non-Western contexts. Thus, future 
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replications on other unselected community samples from non-Western 
cultures are required so as to better determine the cross-cultural stability of 
associations between early infancy precursors and ALTs in toddlerhood. 
Comparison of findings between multiple non-Western studies is essential for 
ascertaining the degree to which the results yielded in this study can be 
generalized to other ethnically/culturally similar populations, as well as for 
facilitating future cross-cultural comparisons between Western and non-
Western studies.  
 
4.8. Summary and Conclusions 
 The findings of this thesis showed that different infant precursors in 
the first year of life predicted social and non-social ALTs at 18 months. 
Different temperament dimensions at 3 months were associated with and 
predicted social vs. non-social ALTs at 18 months. Gesture use at 12 months 
predicted only social ALTs at 18 months. Pregnancy and birth-related risk 
factors implicated in ASD, and imitation and empathy at 12 months were 
neither significantly associated with nor predictive of social and non-social 
ALTs. Considered together with findings from population-based twin studies, 
this thesis provides further evidence and cross-cultural support suggesting that 
the etiological contributions and neurobiological abnormalities underpinning 
the different core autistic dimensions are likely different, and that a number of 
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○ my child does not speak
5. Does your child point to indicate that s/he wants 
something (e.g. a toy that is out of reach)?
○ many times a day
○ a few times a day
○ a few times a week
○ less than once a week
○ never 
Please answer the following questions about your child by ticking the appropriate circle. 
Try to answer EVERY question if you can. 
6. Does your child point to share interest with you (e.g. 
pointing at an interesting sight)?
○ many times a day
○ a few times a day
○ a few times a week
○ less than once a week
○ never 
7. How long can your child’s interest be maintained by a spinning object 
(e.g. washing machine, electric fan, toy car wheels)?
○ several hours
○ half an hour
○ ten minutes
○ a couple of minutes
○ less than a minute
8. How many words can your child say?
○ none—s/he has not started speaking yet
○ less than 10 words
○ 10–50 words
○ 51–100 words
○ over 100 words 
9. Does your child pretend (e.g. care for dolls, talk on a toy 
phone)?
○ many times a day
○ a few times a day
○ a few times a week
○ less than once a week
○ never 
10. Does your child follow where you’re looking?
○ many times a day
○ a few times a day
○ a few times a week
○ less than once a week
○ never 
11. How often does your child sniff or lick unusual 
objects?
○ many times a day
○ a few times a day
○ a few times a week
○ less than once a week
○ never 
12. Does your child place your hand on an object when s/he 
wants you to use it (e.g. on a door handle when s/he wants you to 
open the door, on a toy when s/he wants you to activate it)?
○ many times a day
○ a few times a day
○ a few times a week
○ less than once a week
○ never






14. How easy is it for your child to adapt when his/her 







15. If you or someone else in the family is visibly upset, does 
your child show signs of wanting to comfort them 






16. Does your child do the same thing over and 
over again (e.g. running the tap, turning the light 
switch on and off, opening and closing doors)?
○ many times a day
○ a few times a day
○ a few times a week
○ less than once a week
○ never 






○ my child doesn’t speak 
18. Does your child echo things s/he hears (e.g. things 
that you say, lines from songs or movies, sounds)?
○ many times a day
○ a few times a day
○ a few times a week
○ less than once a week
○ never
19. Does your child use simple gestures (e.g. wave goodbye)?
○ many times a day
○ a few times a day
○ a few times a week
○ less than once a week
○ never
20. Does your child make unusual finger movements near his/her eyes?
○ many times a day
○ a few times a day
○ a few times a week
○ less than once a week
○ never
21. Does your child spontaneously look at your face to 







22. How long can your child’s interest be maintained by 
just one or two objects?
○ most of the day
○ several hours
○ half an hour
○ ten minutes
○ a couple of minutes
23. Does your child twiddle objects 
repetitively (e.g. pieces of string)?
○ many times a day
○ a few times a day
○ a few times a week
○ less than once a week
○ never 






25. Does your child stare at nothing with no apparent 
purpose?
○ many times a day
○ a few times a day
○ a few times a week
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RENEWAL OF NHG DOMAIN SPECIFIC REVIEW BOARD (DSRB) APPROVAL
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18)    Peabody vocabulary test pictures
19)    24 Months Neurocognition Visit Brochure : Version dated 07/02/2013
20)    3 year old Neurocognition Visit Brochure : Version dated 04/12/2012
21)    School Readiness Test- Participant Information Sheet and Consent Form: Version 1.0 dated 27/11/2013
22)     Gusto 4 to 9 years follow up- Participant Information Sheet and Consent Form: Version 1.0 dated
22/10/2013
23)    School Readiness Test Brochure: Version 1.0 dated 29/08/2013
24)     Gusto 4 to 9 years follow up Brochure : Version 1.0 dated 09/09/2013
25)     Life Experiences Survey: Version 1.0 dated 29/08/2013
26)    Child Behavior Checklist : Version 1.0 dated 29/08/2013
27)     48 Months School Readiness Test Protocol : Version 1.0 dated 24/10/2013
28)     36 Months Brochure  
29)     GUSTO Brochure
30)     GUSTO A3 Poster
31)     GUSTO-Eligibility Questionnaire: final, dated 22 October 2009
32)     GUSTO-1st Clinic Visit Questionnaire: dated 12 November 2009
33)     Birth Cohort – 26 Weeks Questionnaire: dated 22 December 2009
34)     Birth Cohort – Mother’s CRF 26 week: dated 07 June 2010
35)     CRF Antenatal Scans: dated 21 August 2009
36)     GUSTO CRF Term Baby: dated 20 August 2010
37)     Annex 1 CRF – Hypertension: dated 20 August 2010
38)     Annex 2 CRF – Pre-eclampsia: dated 25 November 2009
39)     Annex 3 CRF – Gestational diabetes: dated 20 August 2010
40)     Annex 4 CRF – IUGR: dated 20 August 2010
41)     Annex 5 CRF – Mutiple Pregnancy: dated 18 January  2010
42)     Annex 6 GUSTO CRF – NICU baby: dated 25 October 2010
43)     NICU Feeding Log: dated 25 October 2010
44)     MRI CRF – RVS: dated 28 February 2010
45)     MRI CRF – Appendix: dated 16 July 2010
46)     MRI Record Form – NUH: dated 07 June 2010
47)     3 Week Infancy Questionnaires: dated 18 August 2010
48)     Week 3 Infancy CRF: dated 30 August 2010
49)     Month 3 Infancy Questionnaires: dated 18 August 2010
50)     Month 3 Infancy CRF: dated 30 August 2010
51)     Month 6 Infancy Questionnaires: dated 18 August 2010
52)     Month 6 Infancy CRF: dated 30 August 2010
53)     Month 6 Infancy EYE CRF: dated 18 August 2010
54)     Month 6 Environment Questionnaire: dated 15 May 2010
55)     Month 9 Infancy Questionnaires: dated 21 August 2010
56)     Month 9 Infancy CRF: dated 30 August 2010
57)     Month 15 Infancy CRF : Version dated 21/02/2011
58)    Month 15 Infancy Questionnaire : Version No. 1.2 dated 06/08/2011
59)    Month 18 Infancy CRF: Version dated 28/07/2011
60)     Month 18 Infancy Questionnaire : Version 1.4 dated 06/08/2011
61)    Month 24 Infancy CRF : Version dated 11/11/2011
62)    Month 24 Child Questionnaire : Version No. 1.3 dated 30/01/2012
63)    Month 36 CRF : Version dated  04/12/2012
64)    Month 36 Child Questionnaire : Version dated 25/02/2013
65)     GUSTO Mother Food Diary: Final
66)     Infant Feeding Diary
67)      My First Food Diary 100624, photo-frame: Final
68)      3 Day Food Diary – Infants & Children: dated 14 October 2010
69)      Sleep-Wake Diary – Mom: Version 3
70)      Sleep-Wake Diary – Child: Version 3
71)      Brief Screening Questionnaire for Infant Sleep (BISQ) :Final Version
72)      MGI Shen STATIAD6936
73)      Lydon Maternal Health and Well Being: Version dated 28/02/2010
74)      Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS)
75)      STAI (60 months)
76)      BDI-II
77)      Questionnaires on DH: dated 18 September 2009 RVS
78)      Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index – Final Version: dated 05 March 2010
79)      GUSTO BEBQ – Month 3: dated 16 June 2010
80)      Carey Temperament Scales 1-4 M: Final Version
81)      Developmental Milestone: Final Version
82)      Birth Cohort LBQ : Final Version
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83)     9 Months Questionnaire – Compiled: Final Version
84)     Carey Temperament Scales 4-11 month
85)     Brief Screening Questionnaire for Infant Sleep (BISQ)
86)     Parents Evaluation of Developmental Status (PEDS)
87)     Parents Evaluation of Developmental Status Milestones – PEDS-DM
88)     ASQ-3 Ages & Stages Questionnaires
89)     Ages & Stages Questionnaires: Social Emotional
90)     My GUSTO Study Diary Health Record: dated 25 August 2010
91)     GUSTO Hubble Questionnaire: dated 12 August 2010
92)     GUSTO Hubble Study Diary – CRF: dated 12 August 2010
93)     Month 3 Infancy Questionnaires: Version 1.1 dated 28/02/2010
94)     Week 26-28 Clinic Visit Interviewer-administered Questionnaire (Mother): Version dated 22/12/2009
95)     Recruitment Visit 1st Clinic Questionnaire: Version dated 12/11/2009
96)     Recruitment Visit Eligibility Questionnaire: Version dated 22/10/2009
97)     Month 12 Infancy Questionnaires: Version 1.1 dated 03/12/2010
98)     Month 12 Infancy CRF: Version dated 28/12/2010
99)     12 Months Combined Questionnaire – ITSEA Parent Form: Version dated 2/12/2010
100)     Childhood Literacy – Parents’ Questionnaire
101)     Developmental Milestones of Early Literacy – 6 to 12 months
102)     Singapore English Communicative Development Inventory – Words and Gestures (Abbreviated
version)
103)     LYDON Health and Well Being of Mothers and their Newborns – 12 months
104)     Month 12 Environment Questionnaire : Version 1.0 dated 19/11/2010
105)     Child Eating Behaviour Questionnaire (CEBQ) – 12 months
106)     Newsletter (August – October 2011 Issue 1)
Substudy- Birth Parameters, early life course factors and association with myopia in young children
[Gusto-Eye]
1) Participant Information Sheet and Consent Form: Version No. 1.1 dated 26/08/2013
2) Gusto 36 Months Eye Measurements: Version No. 1.0 dated 03/09/2013
Substudy in women conceived through assisted reproductive technology
1)    Sub-study : Studying in Women Conceived Through Assisted Reproductive Technology: Version 1.4
dated 2/09/2011 (NUH)
2)    Sub-study : Studying in Women Conceived Through Assisted Reproductive Technology (Spouse): Version
1.3 dated 1/12/2011 (NUHS)
Studying body composition in Neonates using MRI
1)    Study Protocol: Version 1.0
2)    Participant Information Sheet and Consent Form: Version 1.2 dated 19/05/2010 (NUHS)
3)    Addendum – 1-2 month Visit Body Composition Follow Up: Version 1.0 dated 18/01/2011 (NUH)
4)    Sub-study : Studying Body Composition in Neonates Follow Up Visit – 1-2mth and 6 month Visit Body
Composition Follow Up Addendum: Version 1.1 dated 9/06/2011 (NUH)
Study of Maternal Microbiota and its Impact on Child’s Development
1)    Participant Information Sheet and Consent Form: Version 1.0 dated 19/01/2011
The documents acknowledged are:
2)    GUSTO websites
3)    GUSTO short video on Magnetic Resonance Imaging
4)    NUH Informed Consent Form Chinese Version:
a.    Informed Consent Form: Version 1.6 24 July 2009
b.    Informed Consent Form: Version 1.8 20 October 2009
c.    Informed Consent Form: Version 1.10 28 June 2010
d.    GUSTO  spouse consent: Version 1.0 31 March 2009
e.    GUSTO Spouse consent: Version 1.1 21 August 2009
f.    GUSTO Spouse consent: Version 1.4 28 June 2010
g.    Day 3 MRI consent form: V1.0 15 October 2009
h.    Day 3 MRI consent form: V1 2 November 2009
i.    Day 3 MRI consent form: V1.2 19 May 2010
j.    Addendum BM & BIA: V1.0 19 May 2010
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k.    Neurocogition EEG Consent: V1.0 19 May 2010
l.    Neurocognition 6mth Consent: V1.0 19 May 2010
5)    NUH Informed Consent Form Malay Version:
a.    Informed Consent Form: Version 1.6 24 July 2009
b.    Informed Consent Form: Version 1.8 20 October 2009
c.    GUSTO  spouse consent: Version 1.0 31 March 2009
d.    MRI consent form: V1.1 2 November 2009
e.    Addendum BM & BIA: V1.0 19 May 2010
f.    Neurocogition EEG Consent: V1.0 19 May 2010
g.    Neurocognition 6mth Consent: V1.0 23 June 2010
6)    NUH Informed Consent Form Tamil Version:
a.    Informed Consent Form: Version 1.6 24 July 2009
b.    Informed Consent Form: Version 1.1 18 October 2009
c.    MRI consent form: V1.1 2 November 2009
d.    Addendum BM & BIA: V1.0 19 May 2010
e.    Neurocogition EEG Consent: V1.0 19 May 2010
f.    Neurocognition 6mth Consent
7)    Translated Chinese Version Questionnaire 3 Months Home Visit:
a.    Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI): V1 5 March 2010
b.    BDI-II
c.    BISQ
d.    BEBQ
e.    STAIB-AD
f.    Carey Temperament Scales
g.    Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS)
h.    Infancy Questionnaires: Version 1.1 dated 28/02/2010
i.    Questionnaires on DH: Version dated 18/02/2010
8)    Translated Malay Version Questionnaire 3 Months Home Visit:
a.    Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI): V1 5 March 2010
b.    BDI-II
c.    BISQ
d.    BEBQ
e.    STAIB-AD
f.    STAI-Form Y-1
g.    STAI-Form Y-2
h.    Carey Temperament Scales
i.    Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS)
j.    Infancy Questionnaires: Version 1.1 dated 28/02/2010
k.    Questionnaires on DH: Version dated 18/02/2010
9)    Translated Tamil Version Questionnaire 3 Months Home Visit:
a.    Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI)
b.    BDI-II
c.    BISQ
d.    BEBQ
e.    STAI-60
f.    Carey Temperament Scales
g.    Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS)
h.    Infancy Questionnaires: Version 1.1 dated 28/02/2010
i.    Questionnaires on DH: Version dated 18/02/2010
10)    Translated Chinese Version Questionnaire 3 Weeks Home Visit:
a.    Infancy Questionnaires: Version 1.2 dated 15/12/2009
11)    Translated Malay Version Questionnaire 3 Weeks Home Visit:
a.    Infancy Questionnaires: Version 1.2 dated 15/12/2009
12)    Translated Tamil Version Questionnaire 3 Weeks Home Visit:
a.    Infancy Questionnaires: Version 1.2 dated 15/12/2009
13)    Translated Chinese Version Questionnaire 6 Months Home Visit:
a.    Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI): V1 5 March 2010
b.    BISQ
c.    Infancy Questionnaires: Version 1.1 dated 27/05/2010
d.    Developmental Milestones of Early Literacy – 6 to 12 months
e.    Environment Questionnaire: Version 1.0 dated 2010
f.    Sleep Wake Diary - Child: Version 3 dated 6/04/2010
g.    Sleep Wake Diary - Mom: Version 3 dated 6/04/2010
14)    Translated Malay Version Questionnaire 6 Months Home Visit:
a.    Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI): V1 15 March 2010
b.    BISQ
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c.    Infancy Questionnaires: Version 1.1 dated 27/05/2010
d.    Developmental Milestones of Early Literacy – 6 to 12 months
e.    Environment Questionnaire: Version 1.0 dated 15/05/2010
15)    Translated Tamil Version Questionnaire 6 Months Home Visit:
a.    Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI)
b.    BISQ
c.    Infancy Questionnaires: Version 1.1 dated 27/05/2010
d.    Developmental Milestones of Early Literacy – 6 to 12 months
e.    Environment Questionnaire: Version 1.0 dated 15/05/2010
16)    Translated Chinese Version Questionnaire 9 Months Home Visit:
a.    Revised Infant Temperament Questionnaire
b.    Infancy Questionnaires: Version 1.0 dated 21/08/2010
17)    Translated Malay Version Questionnaire 9 Months Home Visit:
a.    Revised Infant Temperament Questionnaire
b.    Infancy Questionnaires: Version 1.0 dated 21/08/2010
18)    Translated Tamil Version Questionnaire 9 Months Home Visit:
a.    Ages & Stages Questionnaires
b.    ASQ-SE
c.    Carey Temperament Scales
d.    New Carey Temperament Scales
e.    PEDS Response Form
f.    PEDS-DM
19)    Translated Chinese Version Questionnaire 12 Months Home Visit:
a.    Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) : Version 1 dated 5/03/2010
b.    BDI-II
c.    Infancy Questionnaires: Version 1.1 dated 3/12/2010
d.    Developmental Milestones of Early Literacy – 6 to 12 months
20)    Translated Malay Version Questionnaire 12 Months Home Visit:
a.    Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) : Version 1 dated 15/03/2010
b.    BDI-II
c.    BISQ
d.    Developmental Milestones of Early Literacy – 6 to 12 months
e.    ITSEA Parent Form
f.    LYDON Health and Well Being of Mothers and their Newborns – 12 months: Version dated 31/10/2010
g.    Environment Questionnaire: Version 1.0 dated 19/11/2010
h.    Infancy Questionnaires: Version 1.1 dated 3/12/2010
i.    NUSCDI Infant: Version 1 shortened
21)    Translated Tamil Version Questionnaire 12 Months Home Visit:
a.    BDI-II
b.    LYDON Health and Well Being of Mothers and their Newborns – 12 months: Version dated 31/10/2010
c.    Environment Questionnaire: Version 1.0 dated 19/11/2010
d.    Infancy Questionnaires: Version 1.1 dated 3/12/2010
e.    Child Eating Behaviour Questionnaire (CEBQ) – 12 months: Version dated 19/11/2010
22)    Translated Chinese Version Questionnaire Delivery Home Visit
a.    Study Diary Health Record: Version dated 20/08/2010
23)    Translated Malay Version Questionnaire Clinic:
a.    26 Weeks Questions: Version dated 22/12/2009
b.    Birth Cohort 26 Weeks Questionnaire: Version dated 20/08/2009
c.    Birth Cohort 26 Weeks Eligibility Questionnaire: Version 1 dated 16/08/2009
d.    BDI-II
e.    Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS)
f.    1st Clinic Visit Questionnaire: Version dated 21/08/2010
g.    Domestic Helper 26 Weeks: Version 1
h.    LYDON Maternal Well Being of Mothers and their Newborns: Version dated 28/02/2010
i.    STAI-Form Y-1
j.    STAI-Form Y-2
k.    Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) : Version 1 dated 15/03/2010
24)    Translated Tamil Version Questionnaire Clinic:
a.    26 Weeks Questions: Version dated 20/08/2009
b.    Birth Cohort 26 Weeks Questionnaire: Version dated 22/12/2009
c.    Birth Cohort 26 Weeks Eligibility Questionnaire: Version dated 9/07/2009
d.    BDI-II
e.    Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS)
f.    1st Clinic Visit Questionnaire: Version dated 12/08/2010
g.    Domestic Helper 26 Weeks: Version 1
h.    LYDON Maternal Well Being of Mothers and their Newborns: Version dated 28/02/2010
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i.    STAI-60
j.    Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI)
25)    Translated Chinese Version Questionnaire Clinic:
a.    Birth Cohort 26 Weeks Questionnaire: Version dated 3/08/2009
b.    Birth Cohort 26 Weeks Questionnaire: Version dated 22/12/2009
c.    Birth Cohort 26 Weeks Eligibility Questionnaire: Version 1 dated 16/08/2009
d.    Birth Cohort 26 Weeks Eligibility Questionnaire: Version dated 22/10/2009
e.    BDI-II
f.    Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS)
g.    1st Clinic Visit Questionnaire: Version dated 3/08/2009
h.    1st Clinic Visit Questionnaire: Version dated 12/11/2009
i.    Domestic Helper 26 Weeks: Version 1
j.    LYDON Maternal Well Being of Mothers and their Newborns: Version dated 28/02/2010
k.    STAI-Form Y-1
l.    Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) : Version 1 dated 5/03/2010
m.    DevOS Food Diary: Version dated 1/09/2010
Continued approval is conditional upon your compliance with the following requirements:
1.    Only the approved Informed Consent Form should be used. It must be signed by each subject prior to
initiation of any protocol procedures. In addition, each subject should be given a copy of the signed consent
form.
2.     No deviation from, or changes of the protocol should be implemented without documented approval
from the NHG DSRB, except where necessary to eliminate apparent immediate hazard(s) to the study
subjects.
3.     Any deviation from, or a change of, the protocol to eliminate an immediate hazard should be promptly
reported to the NHG DSRB within seven calendar days.
4.    Please note that for studies requiring Clinical Trial Certificate, apart from the approval from NHG DSRB,
no deviation from, or changes of the Research Protocol and Informed Consent Form should be implemented
without documented approval from the Health Sciences Authority unless otherwise advised by the Health
Sciences Authority.
5.     Please submit the following to the NHG DSRB:
a.     All Unanticipated Problems Involving Risk To Subjects Or Others (UPIRTSOs) must be reported to the
NHG DSRB. All problems involving local deaths must be reported immediately within 24 hours after first
knowledge by the Investigator, regardless of the casuality and expectedness of the death. All other problems
must be reported as soon as possible but not later than seven calendar days after first knowledge by the
Investigator.
b.     Report(s) on any new information that may adversely affect the safety of the subject or the conduct of
the study.
c.     NHG DSRB Study Status Report Form – this is to be submitted 4 to 6 weeks prior to expiry of the
approval period. The study cannot continue beyond 01 January 2015 until approval is renewed by the NHG
DSRB.
d.     Study completion – this is to be submitted using the NHG DSRB Study Status Report Form within 4 to 6
weeks of study completion or termination.
6.     Established since May 2006, the NHG Research Quality Management (RQM) Program seeks to promote
the responsible conduct of research in a research culture with high ethical standards, identify potential
systemic weaknesses and make recommendations for continual improvement. Hence, this research study may
be randomly selected for a review by the Research Quality Management (RQM) team. For more information,
please visit www.research.nhg.com.sg.
Yours Sincerely
A/Prof Low Yin Peng
Chairman
NHG Domain Specific Review Board D
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Cc:   Institutional Representative, NUH
        c/o Research Office, NUH
        Departmental Representative of Paediatrics, NUH
(This is an electronic-generated letter. No signature is required.)
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Normality statistics for key study variables 
 
 
Skewness (SE) Standardized 
Skewness 
Coefficient 
Kurtosis (SE) Standardized 
Kurtosis 
Coefficient 
Shapiro-Wilks Statistic (p) 
Pregnancy/birth-related factors      
Overall suboptimality (N = 1089) .85(.07) 11.5 .66(.15) 4.44 .858 (.000) 
Temperament  (3 months; N = 645)      
Activity  -.02 (.10) -0.25 .26 (.19) 1.37 .993 (.004) 
Rhythmicity  -.37 (.10) -3.88 .20 (.19) 1.06 .987 (.000) 
Approach  .10 (.10) 0.98 -.30 (.19) -1.58 .993 (.003) 
Adaptability  -.07 (.10) -0.74 -.27 (.19) -1.40 .996 (.087) 
Intensity  -.12 (.10) -1.24 .01 (.19) 0.50 .995 (.035) 
Mood  -.09 (.10) -0.92 .19 (.19) 0.99 .995 (.004) 
Persistence  .34 (.10) 3.50 .10 (.19) 0.49 .988 (.000) 
Distraction  .13 (.10) 1.39 -.39 (.19) -2.01 .991 (.001) 
Threshold  -.30 (.10) -3.13 .55 (.19) 2.87 .991 (.000) 
SECDI-Words and Gestures  
(12 months; N = 478) 
  
   
Gestures total score  -.21(.11) -1.90 -.26(.22) 1.18 .973(.000) 
ITSEA Competence Subscales (12 
months; N = 493) 
  
   
Imitation/Play -.02(.11) 0.18 -.29(.22) 1.32 .984 (.000) 
Empathy           .47 (.11) 4.27 -.48 (.22) 2.18 .952 (.000) 
Q-CHAT scores (18 months; N = 368)      
Total -.06 (.13) -0.46 .52 (.25) 2.05 .993 (.077) 
Social factor .88 (.13) 6.77 1.15(.25) 4.51 .952 (.000) 
Non-social factor .11(.13) 0.88 .17(.25) 0.67 .992 (.055) 
